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Thompson bids for Hambletonian
By Dana DeBNumont
Staff Writer

The president of the Hambletonian Society said Tuesday
he will ask the society to
consider Gov. James R.
Thompson's request to bring
the Hambletonian harness
race back to Du Quoin.
Hugh A. Grant Jr., president
of the society, said he will ask

members at the winter
meeting March 26 in Pompano
Beach, Fla., if it wants to
accept bids for the race.
However, Grant said, the
society is pl~sed with
success the Hambletonian bas
enjoyed since it moved to its
present location at the
Meadowlands in New Jersey.
. Las~ year, 30,000 spectators
watclae:i the race, comparee! to

me

an average of "bout 15,000
spectators each year at the Du
Quoin State Fairgrounds, he
said.
The largest purse in Du
Quoin was $300,000 in 1979,
Grant said. The race's purse
Wad $1.2 million last year.
Grant spoke in a telephone
interview from New York City.
Thompson sent letters to
Grant and the 21 other

members 01. the ~ urging

them to return the race to Du

~,,

CusBode

Quoin. where it showcased for

21 years. The race - one of the
legs in trotting's Triple CrowD
was moved to the·
Meadowlands in 1981_ •
The earliest the Hambletooian could return to Du
Quoin is 1991 because of a 3year
contract
with
Meadowlands.
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Bush not present
at arms meetings,
Reagan claims

A-1 TV owner Ron Odorn chi". away broken
gla.. from a window frame of atore on

South illinois Aven.... Tuesday. Vanda"
broke the window, Odorn uld.

WASHINGTON (UPI) President Reagan, siding with
Vice President George Bush, Bush, Rather spar
said Tuesday his right-hand
-Page 19
man was not present when
Cabinet . members argued
strongly ~'f::.:t arms sales to
Iran in ex
e for hostages.
sales during the meeting.
Reagan's defense t:L Bush
Reagan also said that Bush
"is exactly right" in insisting came a day after Busb bad a
that CODVersatiOll8 between heated exchange with CBS's
Dan Rather over the television
~=1:n~d:.~r:~·~ news anchorman's persistent
would set a precedent." Bush, inquiries into Busb's
who is runni.1g for the knowledge of tbe adRepublican presidential ministratiOil'S sale of arms to
nomination, bas declined to Iran in exchange for the
answer 9.'lestiOll8 about tbe release of American bostages
CODversatiOll8 wlu1e GD tbe beld in Lebanon by Moslem
kidnappers.
..
...
campaign trail.
Earlier in the day, Secretary
Asked if Bush was present
01. state George Sbultz said OIl
CBS's ''This Morning" that during the crucial White House
Bush bad attended a meeting discussiOll Jan. 7, 1986, Reagan
in which the Cabinet official said "No,hewaso't"
'lbe president made the
expressed vehement 0pposition to the propositioo of ranart at a meeting with a
selling arms to Iran. DeleDIJe group of senators c:ooferring
. Secretary Caspar Weinberger about his upcoming request for
also argUed against the arms aid for the Nicaraguan rebels.

Sexual harassment policy flawed, most agree
By Suun Curtis
StaffWrit9f

Jane, a University employee, didn't tell anyone at
first that she was being
sexually harassed on the job.
It was subtle - a com-

~~~~~r.e~~l :Oi: ~:r~

she didn't appreciate his advances. "I wasn't cruel
until I bad to be," she said.
Jane, wbo asked that her
real name not be used, finally
reported the harassment to the
University's
Affirmative

Action Office. "Somebody had
to break the ice. It was thin ice,
too, and I went in quick," &be
said.
Jane said, "It was a circus"
when the case was flied with
the Affirmative Action Office
and proceedings were started
against her boss.
The AAO is the first link in
the University's grievance
chain.
Jan~'s case is just one

~~f~ee~ 'f~'wu:nrn~~

University's

sexual

harassment policy.
Nancy Bandy, assistant
athletic director for Intercollegiate Athletics, worked
with Jane in preparing and
presenting tbe case.
"I bave no faith that the administration is sensitive or
committed to stopping this
problem (sexual harassment)
after my experiences," Jane
said.
Jane's case letter was
dismissed by the Board 01.
Trustees.
President John C. Guyon

announced in October that a p1emented in 1984, is the first
task force would he Bet up to sexual bara&sment poli~
simplify
the
sexual C has bad The policy
barassment policy. "Our sexual barassmeDt as unpresent policy and procedure welcome sexual advances,
requesbl for sexual favors and
IS very cumbersome and tiJne.
COIISumiDg, so much 80 that we ·other unwelcome verbal OJ'
may have some problems with pbysical cooduct 01. a sexual
nature.
it being ineffective," he said.
It prabibits sexual advances
The PersonDel Office sent ..
GIl
..... Off 'campus . that, if
draft 01. the revised policy to
Guyon last week. GuyOll said rejected, would affect a perBOIl'~
grades or employment
he will submit the draft to the
Under the policy, a fonnal
=.!vm;:!:e~isa,r:m~ l.w
The current policy, im-. S.HARA8SIIENT, ,age 5

This Morning

Reagan speech weak, Democrats say

Big Muddy Festival
has 130 entries

By Dana DeB..umont

....... Page8

Storage Ubrary
gets finnl touches
-Pag310
Salukis eager
for home games
-Sports24
Partly cloudy, 30,

Staff Writer

Local Democrats said
President Ronald Reagan
mislead people and failed to
address the "real" issues in
his State of the Union address
Monda!'.
Reagan "bad on smokecolored glasses," U.S. Rep.
Kenneth Gra)"
D-West
Frankfort, said. "It's not wbat
be said, but what be didn't
say." There is more poverty,
more unemployed people and
larger .budget aoC foreign
trade deficits, Gray said from

"ltwu total
ahowbiz

Reagan's popularity slipping, poll says

'-

Hollywood

wonderful

sloganing. How much hope do

-Page 11

the three millioo who are
homeless bave? 0' he said.

Jackson said 'Reagan is
Washington in a telephone to go to school?" Gray b'ying to blame Congress for
questioned. "He's 180 degrees the problems the United states
interview.
Reagan was ta1kiog about off course of ecooomic issues is facing in 1988. The federal
budget that was three days .
people who are working whch vital to this district. "
John Jackson, dean 01. the overdue in 1987 is oae inhe said the nation was in an
"economic and social College of Liberal Arts, said dication of those problems, he
revolution of hope," Gray said. those who buy and sell 00 Wall said.
"The preslClent bas caused
"Unemployed coal miners Street aDd those who are on top
are not better off. What about of the economic strata are the . most of the havqc OQ the
the students attending sm only pec-ple benefiting from
who can't get a loan or money Reagan's policies.
See REACnoN, Page 5'
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"Since 7975"

Salvadoran rebels freed
as court grants amnes~y
SAN SALvADoR, El Salvador (UPI) - A military court
Tue5day u~d the granting of amnesty to three leftist rebels
convicted m the 1985 killin& of 13 people, four of them U.S,
Marines, officials said. Court officials said the rebels, members
of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front, were expected to leave prison !ater Tuesday. The U.S. Embassy immediately issued a protest of the decision by Judge Jorge Alberto
Serrano.

Death toll rises In Mexican coal mine disaster
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - Rescue teams Tuesday DUlled 10
more bodies from the ruins of a coal mine, bringing the aeath toll
from an explosion and fire to 31, and dug in a narrow shaft for 10
others given little chance of being alive, Another 101 miners were
rescued from the 30-year-old shaft after the gas explosion
Monday and 45 of them were injured, many of them burned
seriously. The accident was caused by a short circuit in a
transformer close to the mine.

Ortega seeks Spain's bAcking for Sandlnistas
MADRID, Spain (UPl) - Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega arrived Tuestlay to seek European support for his attempts
to avert further U.S. funding of rebels fighting the Sandinista
government. Ortega's two-day state visit, which includes a
meeting with King Juan Carlos, came as the Reagan administration prepared to ask Congress for nearly $50 million in
non-letOal aid to anti-Sandinista rebels, known as Contras.

Hostages' release delayed, kidnappers say
BEffiUT, Lebanon (UPI) - The mountina arrests of Arabs in
the troubled Israeli-occupied territories areblocking the release
of three American educators and an India-born colleague ab-

ducted a year ago, the hostages' captors said Tuesday. The
abductors, who call themselves the Islamic Jihad (holy war) for
the Liberation of Palestine, delivered their Arabic-wnden
statement Tuesday to the office of an international news agency
in Moslem west Beirut.

u.s. trims aid as Marines' killers released
WASHINGTON (UPI) - calling the release of the kille.rs of

faur American &iai-ines surprising and extr-eJMly disappointing,
the State Department prepared Tuesday to slash milliOllS of {""

dollars in firuincial aid to El Salvador. According to the department, under legislation passed by Congress, the Reagan administration is obliged to trim the economic support fund, or
ESF, for EI Salvador by 10 percent if the killers were included in
a general amnesty.
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Mubarak to ~Iscuss p • .ace plan with Reagan

~

OPEN SATURDAY 9:00 - NOON

WASHINGTON· ~ (UPI) Violence 11 Israeli-occupled
territories will be a major topic during meetings this week of
Egyptian President H08nl Mubarak, President Reagan and
Secretary of State George Shultz, a senior administration official
said Tuesday~ Mubarak, who atrived at Andrews Air Force Base
outBide Washington late Tuesday afternoon and is to meet with
Reagan on Thursday, bas offered a plan to end the violence on
the West Bank and inGua.
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Mecham notified recall.lectlon set tor May
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PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPI) - GoY: Evan Mecham, already under
indictment and tbnubject of impeachment hearings less than 13
months into his term, was formally notified Tuesday that he
faces a recall electiOll in May unIe8s be resigns. Secretary of
State Rose Mofford delivered a letter to Mecham informing him
that more than enough valid s!JDature8 were collected In force a
recall election. The .Republican chief executive bas unW
Saturday to decide whether to resign or run again against other
candidates in the recall election:' .
0

,0

Dallas officer's death reopens racial wounds
DALLASCUPI}--.\' stream of blue Uniforms - men and
women, BOJD8. weeping, badges &irouded in black tape _
Tuesday' flied Past the Oag-draped coffin of John Chase. the
officer killed by a street vagrant to crowd chantB of "shoot him,
shoot him."! Chase's death opened old wounds in Dallas's race
relatiOlllf-~b8se.... white, cart Williams, the man who killed
Chase, was black - and re-ignited a simmering feud between
police and CityCouncU members who bad aCCU8ed police of
using excess violence_pinst minorities.
0
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Summer plays' create deficit
By John Baldwin
'SlaffWritet'

.

The Theater department is
working to make up for $34,000
it lost from the Summer
Playhouse series last summer.
"Gate receipts weren't what
we thought they would be,"
Michael
Youngblood,
associate dean of Communications and Fine Arts,
said.
To help reduce costs, there
will be three plays this summer rather than the usual four,
David Stevens, chairman of
the Theater department, said.
The deficit has beeD reduced
to $27,000 through budget
reductions and it probably will
be eliminated by 1991, Stevens
said.
Youngblood said, "The
deficit really is a drop in the
bucket if you compare it with

some of the deficits in the
University."
He said the college will
support the department with
more money than usual this
year.
The department suffered a
4O-percent budget reduction
last year, partly because of
cutbacks in state funding and
low tit'ket sales.
"We can't maintain the
same number of performances
and the same level of performance with that much less
funding," Stevens said. "That
became very clear this
summer," he said.
This year's series will.try to
prilSent plays that will draw
more people, he said.
"We've always had about 80
percent of capacity at our
summer plays," Stevens said.
"We're looking at increasing

that to about 85 percent."
He said the department is
trying to reduce production
costs by purchasing less expensive materials and
producing plays that cost less
to perform.
"Those cutbacks aren't
noticeable to the audience, or
at least we hope they aren't ..
Stevens said.
'
"We are going to try to rely
more on voluntef'ni from the
community and get more
corporate donations," he said.
Stevens s.r.id the department
is considering "The Sound of
Music;" "Vanities," which
traces the lives of three women
from hip'.h school to middle
age; and "Anything Goes," a
musical from the 208, as
presentations for the 1985
Summer Playhouse season.

USC will vote on changing name
to eliminate 'confusing' acronym
By SUNn Curtla
Staff Writer

The Undergraduate Student
Organization will vote tonight
on whether it should change ita
name to the Undergraduate
Student
Government
Association.
The USO will meet at 7 p.m.
in Student Center BallrooDi B.
USO president John Attard
said that when people hear
USO, they think of the United
Service Organization, which
entertains U.S. armed forces.
The confusion may keep
some people from getting
involved, Attard said.
The USO also will vote on the
impeachment 01 Sens. Kevin

Cadet Captain Tony '.petyl, Junior In englnHrlng,
phon_ tor pledg.. lor the Amerlcaln H..rt Auocl.tlon
Telethon at the Oeneral Telephone building In C.....
bonde... The Telethon will continue through Thursd.y.

Marro, School of Technical
Careers, and Jamal Rabie,
East Side, who are charged
with missiag three meetings
without providing proxy
representatives.
According to the USO constitution, senators may miss
up to four meetings a
semester, two with proxy and
two without proxy"
USO officials have not been
able to cmtact either senator,
said Chuck Hagerman,
chairman of the Committee on
Internal Affairs. He said the
senators can appeal the
charges.
Tbp. USO also is expected to:

-Fill Dine senate &eaW:

East Campus; West Side;
Thompson Point; College 01
Business Administration;
three for the East Side; and
two for the College of
Technical Careers;
-Vote on resolutions supporting the IllinOis Public
Interest Research Group, the
USO voter registration drive
Feb. 1 through 8, the "Self
Over Substance" drug
prevention pro~ram and
National Colleglate Drug
Awareneas Week.
Several Registered S:udent
Organizaticma will ask for
fundina.
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Pastichio Dinner
small salad
8& small drink

Student Center
Dining
Campus Dining
Campus Dining is 8 pre-p8,d cash account that
allows customers to purchase snacks or meals In
the Student Center at a considerable savings Over
cash. The punch Ilcket may be used at any 01 the
dining ar88$ in the Student Ce,.ter.

$3.69

* On The Go
Monday-Friday 10 AM-6 PM
Convenience store featuring snacks and
international gourmet coffees.

Student Center
*1hrkeI PIIIc:e
MonQ.~-Friday 7 AM-l:30 PM
A traditional cafeleria featuring Eden's Greens.
the Foreign Exchange, the Cutting Board and the
Souperior.

. * H.B. Quick's
Sunday-Saturday 11 AM-6 PM
An upscale last food restaurant 8tthe crossroads
of the Center.

• Pizza Pete".
Monday-Friday 10:30 AM-2 PM
Home 01 the pan pizzas lOcated near the Crah
Shop .

"Old Main Room Restaurant
Mondet-froday 11 AM-l:30 PM
Table service restaurant on the 2nd lloor Sludent

eerter.
Reservations sugi/ested. 453-5277

* The Sandwich Shoppe
Monday-Friday 11 AM-8 PM
A walk-up Deli located in H. B. Quick's

* The Bakery
Monday-Friday 7 AM-5 PM
Freshly made pastries. Danish. cookies. 1st floor
Student Center. Decorated cakes available.
Telephone: 45.~2616
Watch for the specials!

Puncn tickets lor Campus Din,ng are olfered to
laculty, stall or students. T,ckets are valid for the
semester in which the)C, are purchased. Several
tickets may be purchased each semester.
Watch for the Punch Ticket Holidays featuring
additional savings to those on the Campus
Dining Plan.

-nMcam~.Din.n'~~m---------------1
Yes. I'm ready to enroll in the Campus Dining Program and increase my retail purchasing
power. Please make checks payable 10 Marrio" Corporation.

"The most complete stock of natural
foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

..... eosa

100 West Jackson St.
(8e1\llileen North IIIinoi5

'-';".,-",;"";;~,..,;.)

ana

~'!: I~:: ~o ~~~9'.~!1

~~
'" ... , .... SOFT FROZEN YOGURT

$ 5.50
$ 2.50

Pun:haslng

~

$100.00
$ 75.00
$ 50.00
$ 25.00

T~Number_

in a cup or cone

A lhe fun of ice aMm··plu5 the good things of yogurl
Hiyt, in laste. low In fal. Natural fruit flavors

. $12.00
$ 8.00

=-'--:IHome~~AdcI:-:-:,;reu~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::=

....

v·

AddedV.tue

_$88.00
_$67.00
_$44.50
_$22.50

the rdilroadi

j

I

38C
___________________________
JI
Specia I
This coupon and 38( entitles bearer I
to a reg. cup or cone
I

Please complete and bring. with your check to:

Dining Services
1st Floor
Student Center
Southern Illinois UniversIty at Carbondale
CarbOndale, Illinois 6290.' ..
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Opinion & Commentary

Cut in history PhD
\yould be ill advised
IT IS BAFFLING -to think the Illinois Board of Higher
Education would toy with the ridiculous idea of
eliminating SIU-C's doctoral program in history.
While the idea is just an item of discussion and not an
actual proposal at this stage. the grounds for even considering such a move are sus~t. 'Ihe IBHE claims a
sizeable, but unstated, amount of money could be saved by
eliminating the history Ph.D. Even if this notion, which
SIU-C's history deJ)artml:nt disputes, is true, the
University and its stuaents stand to lose.
SIU-C's reputation as a major research institution would
be hurt by this potential cut. It would be counterproductive

to the mission of higher education and undermine the
effectiveness of the history department in general.
mE LOSS OF graduate students who teach un-

dergraduate courses would place an additional strain on
the 16 faculty members in the department, and the hiring
of one or more instructors would be necessary to fill the
holes. With history majors on the rise, this could become
even more of a problem than the IBHE currently anticipates, and the cut may actually end up costing the stat.e
money.

Greek's racial slur not as bad as
Jackson's "Hymietown"faux pas

I once spent an evening
Jimmy
He l06t
and I won, so I can't belp being
a little fond of him.
One of the things I
The IBHE says the doctoral program is duplicated by remember
about that card
the University of Illinois and Northern Illinois University, game was that he seldom
but most states have duplicate programs; certainly stopped talking. He didn't
Illinois boasts a large enough student population to always make sense, but his
Mike
rambliDgs were almost nonwarrant duplication.
Exact duplication in a Ph.D program is, of course, stop: anecdotes about athletes
Boyko
impossible, and SIU-C has several invaluable resources and other gamblers, minilectures on how poker should
that could not be duplicated anywhere.
Tribune Media Services
be played, and frequent grabs
for the phone to place bets with
his bookie.
mE McCOY COLLECTION, an inva!~ble library
Foc a while I thought it was a
And this provided most 01
dealing with the First Amendment, is an excellent ploy to distract the rest of us. the nation's commentators,
resource containing extensive information on freedom of But· as his stack of. chips editorialists, cartoonists ana
the press, among other topics.
shrunk, I realized he was some politicians with the
opportunity to express shock,
The U.S. Grant Association, -the world's largest
collection of' papers - by and about America's 18th ~ll~co~~ ta~~ !h::"'the;::w ~=Jb:
celebrity,
be
felt
obliged
to
president, gives unmatched information about the civil dazzle us with what he tIlought ignorance and racism exist
war and the Reconstruction Era.
.
was wit and worldliness, even
=:a::~~ J!e~!'~
when we yawned.
When the game ended and broadcast booth.
Morris Library, one of the largest open stack libraries in
In other words, everybody
the nation, and the Center for Dewey Studies, the foremost we split up, one of the other
collection of material by philosopher John Dewey players expressed surprise had a great time. As they
It was wonderful farce.
anywhere in the world, also provide quality material for that a professional gambler should.
Consider some of the comic
could lose to the likes of me.
history Ph.Ds.
I told him it proved one elements:
The IBHE, if it considers dropping the program, will find thing. Although it appears to
Not Imowingwhat hit him,
the recommendation on the May agenda. Let's hope the be a simple game, poker Jimmy.the Greek made a
IBHE wakas up before then l\nd realizes the value of SIU- requires some thought. And it public . apology, and to
e's doctoral program in history.
was clear that Jimmy couldn't dramatize the depths 01 his
think and talk at the same remorse,· he rushed to Jesse
Jackson to seek forgiveIlf"'"A.
time.
.Naturally,· Jackson was
And this lack of brain-mouth
coordination finall did him in. gracious and· compassionate,
Somebody. s60ved . a which was to be expected of a
microphone in his face and he. preSidential candidate
grabbing some free network
"~ou 're going to remember who you are, what you believe and
talked but didn't think.
.
where you want to go, and let us take care of the details." White
By now, just about TV time.
So there we saw the humbled
House Chief of Staff Howard Baker, recalling his advice to the everybody 1m<!WS what he
president before tbe Gorbacbev summit.
.
said: that blacks are superior and grateful Jimmy being
grantedlimited forgiveness by
because
of
selective
athletes
"We offer all the services and facilities (of) a regular cruise:"'" breeding by slave owners, and a statesmanlike Jesse
delicious food, parties, festive activities." - From a press that if blacks become coaches, Jackson.
release touting the Great Peace Journey, a trip aboard a luxury whites won't have any jobs in
This, of course, was the
liner through the Persian GuH.
;ame Jackson wbo once
pro football.
Historians promptly sai.i his reft'ned to New York, which
"Take the thing down, put it in a museum and shut up about
it." - The Birmingham (Ala.) News, on a controversy over the breeding theory wps nonsense, bas a sizable. Jewish
blacks said his coaching population, as Hymietown.
Confederate nag that flies over the state capitol.
And if that's not farce, I
statement was racist, and CBS
"It will be a relief, I think, for everyone." Ron Reagan Jr., on said he didn't work there wasted many a Saturday afhis father's im,ending departure from office.
temOOll watching the Three
anymore.
laying poker with
p.'The
Greek" Snyder.

Quotable Quotes

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

SLoges.
I'm not defending Jimmy the
Greek. I'm sure he'll survive,
if he stays out of poker games.
But in his own bumb~
way, Jimmy the Greek hail
been trying to be com-

C~~a:U~~ ~~~:

skills aDlfhow hard they work
toexeel.
That he was wrcDg in his
explanation, even though he
thought he was right, shouldn't
be a surprise. He's a
professional gambler and
babbler, not a historian, anthropologist, sociol~ist or
geneticisl And people m those
rackets aren't sure wby Walter
Payton W88S0 good, either.
In contrast, there wasn't

a~::~ ~e~tte~a~;
~ymietown remark. It wasn't

::.Jerheh!.ooflt:~~

and those other Jewish
scientists got so smart. Do you
think they ate .lots of brain
foods like lish?"
What Snyder said about
blacks was dumb. What
Jackson said about Jews was
nasty. To even come close to
matching Jackson, Snyder
would bave had to have
referred to Detroit or Oakland
. as Coontowns.
yet Snyder, wbo is nothing
but an overblown bookie, has
been kicked around by the
same pro-Jackson com. mentators wbo haa no problem
explaining that Jackson's
Hymietown remark was the
result of an unfortunate
cultural experience and social
deprivation.Dct~ythinkthat

Jimmy the Greek went to
Amherst?
I'm not sure what any of this
means except that we apparently hold Greek bookies
and black pres~dential candidates to different intellectual
standards. We expect more of
the bookie.

Editorial Policies
~ c:::.~.I'::!"L~v=n':"::

conly. u..igrwd editorials _
a _ _ aI ....
Dally EvYPtian Editarial Committ_. wftaae ..........rs
....... atudont«lltar... ~. the editariaI page editar.
a news .taff m......... the faculty managing editar and
o Journalism! <haG1 faculty .............
...tt.... to the edltar moy .......itted by moil ar
directly to the editorial _
editor. Room 12.7
Communi..........· Building. t.en.R"'-Iei be ~.
double opoced. All I.tt.rs are .ubject to editing and
will be limited to 500 words. l.tt.r of I... than 250
....... will be g;v.. p-eferwnce lor publiaItiDn. SIudMts
mu.t iden,ily th...... lv.. by dOli ond major. faculty
members by rank and department. non-ocodemie .taff
by pooilion ond department.
Letters submitted by mail should include the author·.
oddres. and telephone number. letters tor which
v..-,licalian of ol>thorshiR cannot ... made will 1'01 oe
publi.hed_
. ,
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HARASSMENT, from Page 1 - professor of sociology, has
dealt with the -policy. &$. a
victim and as a counselor of
other victims. She.feels the
current policy does not
recognize power differences
between the victim and the
harasser.
About 95 percent of the time,
the harasser is male and in a
superior position, Ward said.
He can change the victim's
~ade, threaten tenure, and
'make your environment
miserable," Ward said.
Power differentials also
create problems when it comes
time to prove the charges.
THE UNIVERSITY Om- Witnesses for the victim may
budsman dO\."UDlented 16 cases be UDder the same boss or have
of sexual harassment between the same instructor, Ward
said.
1985 and 1987.
.
Often, the harasser's male
. Nine of the cases involved
students or graduate colleagues are aware of what
assistants being harassed by is happening and don't say
faculty or professional staff anything, she said.
Ward added that foreign
members. Four of the cases
involved students or Civil students are more susceptible
Service workers and their to harassment because they
supervis?J"S. Two other cases ruay be considered easy
involved one studeat harassing targf'ts 'and are sometimes
another. In one case, the afraid : to report sexual
positions of the people involved harassment.
were not reported.
Bandy agreed that most
Only two men have com- victims have no power. For
plained, one of whom com- instance, she said, a harassed
plained of harassmeent by a student usually cannot afford
male faculty member. In two to hire a lawyer, which he or
cases the genders of these she may need if formal
charges are filed. TJo.e
involved were unreported.
The complaints include harasser usually can afford
verbal requests for sexual one. she88id.
B8ndy is working with a
favors, offensive jokes,
inappropriate
touching, group trying to improve the
retaliation for refusing policy.
Bandy said the group is "not
requests for dates and assault.
Most of the cases ended really looking at the policy
when the complainant did not itself," but is identifying ways
pursue her or his case. Other to help victims cope with the
complainants confronted their policy.
harassers, were reassigned to
Bandy said that education on
sexual harassment bas to be
done in conjUl'tion with the
ceased. Only two of the cases formation of a policy. If people
still are active.
are made more aware of the
problem, it will. be taken
IN 13 OF the cases the
harasser was in a superior sernous:!cidi~oS::d. the "sex
position to the victim.
stratified and sex segregated
the
Kathryn Ward, associate environment" of
grievance must be fIled within
90 days of the last harassment
incident.· Jane said she felt
pressured by the amount of
time she had to put together a
case against her boss.
The time constraint is much
more demanding than any offcampus age"lcies that bandle
sexual hara~ment cases, Jane
said.
Richard Battles of the·
Illinois DeP!'rtment of Human
Rights Bald the department
allows charges to De filed as
late as six months aiter the
last incident.

,

~~:=t:a:t:t

"Wheel/a; Wrote the
policy had a good
idea and covered
most of the ground,
but left some things
ambiguous enough to
cause problems. "
-Jane
University has to be changed,
Bandy said. People need to
separate sex roles from work
roles, she said.
"The present policy isn't
effective - it has to be written
with the victim in minci,"
Bandrsaid.
ALTHOUGH JANE'S case
was dismissed by the Board of
Trustees, it provided valuable
lessons, Bandy said. "If we
gained nothing else from that
case, at least we found out
what it was like - the victim
was" ictimized by the policy."
Jane feels the sexual
harassment policy ove dooks a
few things. "Whoever wrote
the policy had a good idea and
covered most of the ground,
but left some things ambiguous enough to cause
problems," she said.
For example, she said, the
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he or she does not hear all the
evidence. An objective party
from outside the University
should decide the case.
JANE IS NOT giving up. "I
haven't lost yet," she said,
adding that she plans to flle a
complaint with a state agency.
The system was like a
stopped up drain, but it a
person is right, there is no
.point in throwing in the towel,
she said. ''Somebody's got tu
stGy in tbere and fight."

~~~:~ FISH

NET

REACTION, from Page 1 - - process," he said. "Both
Congress and tile administration should be
dependent on the president in
the budget process, but he was
the morikey wrench in it."
All other countries are
working on a peace 'proposal
while Reagan is "sIgning a
death warrant" by supporting
the Nicaraguan war, Gray
sa!d.
U.S. Sen. Paul Simon, DMakanda, said in a prepared
statement that Reagan should
support the Cf'ntral American
peace plan instead of seeking

money ··0 support the
Nicaraguan rebels.
"He should stop relying on
the Nicaraguan Contras while
ignoring the Arias peace plan.
The president's short-eighted
view of our ·c.:ountry's needs

:e~ttf=

fighters."
"Congress is reluctant to
help the freedom fJgltters in
our own backyard," Williams
said. "Nicaragua is just a
plane ride from the United
States. I'm ~ to FY more
taxes to help out.'

Reagan is
.
to do
have this year," Simon, who is
seeking the Democratic some great ~and the
presidential nomination, said.
addresS was ~the has
Republican Gale Williams, ever seen, Gale added.
who served in the state
OUter local, county and state
Legislature for 10 years,
praised Reagan's efforts to republican officials could not
fund the Nicaraguan "freedom be reacbedfor comment.

Polire, Blotter
A student was arrested and
charged with retail theft
Friday at University
Bookstore for switching price
tags on books, University
police said.
Police said George Q. Lurry,
18, of Mae Smith Hall, placed
an $11.99 price tag on a textbook entitled "Introduction to
Law Enforcement and
Criminal Justice" valued at
$26.99.
University police said three
University students were
chat"ged with damaging statesupported property after they
uprooted a seven-foot tree
between Life Science 1 and n
buildings SUDday morning.
Police arrested John M.
Parton, 19, of Mae Smith 1Wl;

EricW. AeDar, 19, of Neely between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
Hall; and Brian F. Ham- police said.
merman, 18, of Schneider Hall.
Police do not have a damage
The three apparently: estimateanddonotlmowwhat
knocked over the tree and then was. ~ to cause the damage.
.
pulled it from the ground.
according toa police report.
Carbondale police said items
The CCl6t to replace the tree valued at $384 were taken from
was unknowD by police.
a student's residence at _ W.
A car belonging to the vice College last weekend.
president of academic affairs ,Items belonging to Barbara
was vandalized at a parking .. A. Tompitios, 20. were stolen
lot east of Anthony Hail between 1:30 p.m. Friday and
Friday, University police said. 11:30 a.m. Monday.
Poli<;e said the 1987 Hon~
Police said the thief entered
belongmg to Er,nest L.~. by breaking a window and
46, was found WIth d 'Ilts m the unlocking it. .
roof, trunk and the right rear
quarter panel. White smudge
Sto~en items included a
marks were found on the in- microwave oven, an electric
terior of the car.
.
typewriter, ~eb:y,. a clock
The damaged occurred radio and an lI'On.
Daily Egyptiall, January27, 1988, Page 5

Mayors across state.supp~rt..Simon ..
By Curtis Winston
StaffWriier
.

.

~-..

..

Presidential candidate Paul
Simon received endorsements
from five Southern Illinois
mayors and from mayors
accross the state Tuesday at a
telephone conference held by
the Mayors for Simon com-

mittee.

Mayors and media in
Springfield, Chicago, Granite
City and Carbondale were in
simultaneous
telephone
contact with Sen. Simon, as he
took about 15 minutes from his
campaign scheduie in Iowa to

call his home state.
The mayor of Simon's
hometown, Makanda, as well
as mayors from Herrin,
Moonds City and Sesser, met
with Carbondale mayor Neil
Dillard in the Carbondale City
Council chambers to show
thei:- support . for the
presidential candidate.
Simon made a brief
statement,
expressing
gratitude for the support he
received from the mayors. "I
want a government that is
sensitive to your needs," be
said.

Among the issues addressed ability," Simon said.
by Simon was Gary Hart, the
Simon also talked about his
nominatiOn·\O \he SupremE! 'job· 'trafnmg 'plan;' the
Court of Judge Anthony Guaranteed Job Opportunity
Kennedy and unemployment Program, in which people
in Southern Illinois.
lacking proper training to
Simon said Hart is still a obtain a job could be given
factor to deal with in the education. "We'll be paying
presidential race. "People people for doing something
recognize his name," he said.
rather than ni)thing," he said.
Simon urged anyone
The senator said that
although be wouldn't be in listening that if they had
Washington to vote OIl Ke!!- relatives m Iowa they should
nedy's appointment to tt{' urge them to support him. He
Supreme Court, he said he also asked for Illinois supwould vote in favor of Ken- porterl'.•~ come to Iowa and
nedy. "He is a person of volunteer

Two men seek patent for AIDS vaccine.
WASHINGTON (UP!) Based on an unproven theory,
two sctentists have applied for
a patent on a novel treatment

patients with AIDS and AIDSrelated complex improved
after getting repeated injections of the Salk vaccine
containing inactivated polio
~u!~~ re~~ct:~~tions virus
cells.
Allen ~en, director of
Allen and Dr. Ferris Pitts, a
research at Algorithms, Inc., a professor of psychiatry on the
biomedical research company University of Southern
in Northridge, Calif., said in an California Medical School
article to be published in June clinical faculty, applied for a
in the journal "Medical patent on use of the polio
Hypotheses" that, at the very vaccine as an AIDS treatment.
least, such hyper imPitts said he has treated a
munization could give AIDS dozen patients with AIDS or
patients an extra year of life.
ARC, giving them polio shots
Allen said a small number of every other week. He said one

AIDS patient has lived for 18
months on the regime.
"It's an ideal treatmenl It
works. I've never had anyone
get worse while on it, and there
are no side effects," Pitts said.
But Dr. Samuel Broder, a
leader of research efforts on
AIDS treatments at the
National Cancer Institute, said
he had not heard of the approach.
"The problem with any type
of attempt to stimulate -the
immune system" in AIDS
~tients is that the AIDS virus
'can recieve those as signals

to replicate rapidly. Anything
that could stimulate the immune system could also
theoreticallv stimulate the
AIDS virus, r, Broder said.
Allen theorizes the poliO

:~~ti~r~

=~

bilie
system, and specific actions of
a substance on the outside of
the polio virus that is similar to
peptide T, found on the AIDS
virus.
Broder said activating
antibody production was not
really the problem in AIDS
patients.

Speech chair
recovering
Marvin D. Kleinau,
chairman
of
the
Department of Speech
Communication, is in
satisfactory conditio"
after undergoing cancer
surgery Monday.
In a telephone interview Tuesday from his
bed at Barnes Hospital in
Sl Louis, Kleinau said he
is ''feeling much better,"
after a nine hour surgery
to remove cancer from
his prostrate.
"H all goes well, I
should be out in a week,"
Kleinau said.

NASA considering shuttle takeoff for August
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UP!) - NASA is studying an
Aug. 4 launch date for the first
post-Challenger
shuttle
mission, sources said Tuesday,
depending on - analysis of
possibly defective welds in
shuttle main engines and
boosters.
NASA had been expected to
reveal a new launch target
Monday {or the lIhutl\e
Discovery but after a
management council meeting
in Washington, top officials
said they bad put off making a
declsion to "review the

readiness of other program
elements."
.
Discovery originally w8l
scheduled to blast off June 2
but a booster nozzle "boot
ring" failure during a test
firing in ~ecember put the
fligbt on hold for six to 10
weeks. The shuttle Challenger
was destroyed two years ago
Thursday by a booster failure.
During ~~e

~

~geme&lt.

meeting,~

with an indepe!ldent oversight
panel agreed with plans to refit
Discovery's nozzle segments
with an earlier versi~
the

'»!

~~.
~6Tradfng

boot ring that worked in an Space Flight' Center in Hunt- main engines would be test
August test firing.
sville, Ala. "H we do, it's 0011. fired ooe month later leading
Hefore announcing. a new a matter of a day or so. It won t to blastoff Aug. 4.
launch date, however, NASA beamonth...·
The launch would follow
officials wanted to further
Marshall would not discuss
assess the possible impact of potential launch dates, but three re~uired full-scale
weld problems in the shuttle's NASA sources said Aug. 4 was booster firlDgs, the last of
main engines and solid-fuel a tentative target under which July 6 would feature a
boosters. But as of Tuesday, coosideratioo for the i"U'St built-in flaw all the way to a
primary ()-ring in a fuel
top officials said they did not
anticipate any major ad- ~~~~m:tO:l:~flight segment joint to prove the new
ditiooal delay&.
_
Given that target, which .jIeaign can atabd up to major.
~'It doesn't appear as if could be annwnced before a
failures.
we're going to bump the House space subcommittee
schedule at all," ·said Bob hearing . , Wednesday,
The launch date depended on
Marshall, shuttle project Discovery would be rolled to an assessment of the impact of
manager, at the Marshall the launch pad May 13 and its the weld problems.
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International zest·~provided
to,·rural·education program
The International Programs
and Services' rural education
program has been given a shot
mthearm.
The National !\ssociation for
Foreign Student Affairs
recenUy awarded IPS a $3,500
grant for the program, which
sends foreign students to rural
grade schools to raise the
childrens' awareness of
foreign cultures.
The mooey will go toward
publicity,
transportation,
administration and participation costs for the
program, said Beverly
Walker, IPS assistant director.
"This will give at least 2,000
school children aceess to the
program," Walker said.
Under the program,
volunteer
international
students supplement grade
schoolers' geography and
SOCial studies lessons by
visiting local schools to discuss
their culture, Walker said.
"We have a valuable
resource of internatiDnal
students who know the world
firsthand and can share this
experience with others who

~

t·~·········,

"We coordinate this activity with an instructional TV program from WS/U called
Global Geography. The program outlines a
group of 10 countries around the world. If the
students are studying Japan, a student from
Japan will visit."

, . . Best Around-

~~. ofU 10~OU:~:: ~

studying· Japan, a student
fro~at'lDtheillfi!!~t. '~e the
pr~:iJJl, in it's second year,
has received a grant, she said.
"We had an increase of
requests once the program
began last year, from about 20
requests to about 50," Walker
said.
Not only do the school

children learn (rO!F! the
program, she said, bu. so do
the international students.
"We invite international
students to meet the teachers,
parents and students and gain
more information and experience of the American
education system and world,"
she said.
The program is supported by
the regional office of the State
Board of Education's
department of Rural
Education in Southern lllinois. '
Students who would like to
volunteer can sign up at International Programming and
Services office at
S.
Forrest.

910
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BG's "Funniest Person in Southern illinois"
Contestl
-Do You Cut Up in Class?

,-AreYouAlwoyslheHitAtTheOfficeParty?
-Have You Thought, ", Could Do That?"
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-Beverly Walker
know very little about the
nations cultures," Walker
said. "We coordinate this
activity with an instructional
TV program from WSW called
Global Geography.
'
"The program ouUines a

, ,..cwcw-. I:
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By Dena Schulte
Staff Writer
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539-1942or 549-3739
715 S. University Ave.
(On the Island - Upper level)
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Festival to offer alternative films,
By Laura Milbrath
SlaffWriter

The Big Muddy Film
Festival will be a decade old
when it opens Monday.

The festival will run through
Feb. 7, giving the people of
Southern Illinois an opportunity to see many original
~tions of independent film

701

iN mhOSiGMUDDyj
~ . S.~
......... .

•.•.•..••........

FILM FESTIVA

makers.

Nearly 130 videos and films
from local, national and international film makers have
been entered in the festival
Many of the entries will be
shown at free public
screenings from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday
of the festival week.
The films will be shown in
the Cinema and Photography
Department's soundstage. The
soundsta,e is located in the
COIDJDumcations Building. '
A pre-screening committee,
made up of faculty and
students of the Cinema and
Photograh, Deparbnf"!!t, has
been viewmg the film entries.
They will select a sampling for
the festival's three judges to
evaluate, Lilly Boruszkowski,
assistant professor in cinema
and photography and faculty
advisor of the festival, said.
"We've seen a lot of good
animation work, and some
really good documentaries,"
Dane Thompson, !l graduate
student in cinema and

photography and director of videos chosen total $1,500. The
the ftlLtival, said.
judges will decide how the
The judges, Tom Chomo.llt, mone)' will be distributed to
Jan Krawitz and DebonIh
Shaffer are all film makers. the~~~hc:rc~te
Each judge will have the in two "Best of The Fest"
choice of viewing all of the programs, to be shown on Feb.
entries or just those the 7 at the Student Center. One
committee has selected for program will be for video
them to view, Boruszkowski entries and the other for film
saiq. '
entries. Admission to both
The judges also will present shows will be one dollar.
Animated film entries will
their own films in the Student
Center Auditorium during the be shown at the Student Center
festival. Admission will be $2 Auditorium on Feb. 6. Adfor each of their programs.
mission will be $2.
Thompson said the festival is
The films of Japanese
"a chance for people in the director, Akira Kurosawa will
area of Southern Illinois to see be' featured at this J'ear's
lots of types of films that they festival. "1 Samurai," "Ikiru,"
otherwise don't get in a small ''Kagemusba'' and "Dersu
community like this.
Uzala" will be shown during
"Most people are aware of thew~attheStudentCenter
Hollywood products but I feel Auditorium with a $2 adthat probably a lot of them are mission fee.
Film scholar David Desser
not aware of the other exciting
and interesting work being will s~ on Kurosawa's films
done by others," he said.
Prizes for the best iIlms and ~ ~Stul:Fee::. Tuesday
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Meaning of 'sanity' up for grabs
in zany Akroyd's 'Couch Trip'
F;j';;il~~~1f~):t~

By Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

''Couch Trip" may not break
ground in the world of
psychiatry, but it does imply
that strapped into every
straight jacket is a sane
persoa who will gladly answer
life's problems with the insane

=

truth.

''Couch Trip" is an absurdist
comedy in which the
appear saner than the
.
Much of the movie's comedy is
centered on John Burns,
played by Dan Aykroyd. Burns
18 a man convicted of com~ter fraud who made his way
mto the Cicero County Mental
Hosptial by eating paint chips
and licking the dust off

radiators.
Aykroyd portrays Burns as a

greedy man, but his com-

passion and insight into the

'LA.;"" .~ ;\.;f/fflW'·':' /0;'''»;» '';(;'.'$

~.of fellow 'Patients

~=~r.::rw..
character
In one ~ Burns talks a
friend off a window ledge at
the hospital But,· DOt wanting
to disa
. t the rescue
below,
dem~trates his
tecbniqueof ledge diving.
Burns' ~ for money
prompts him to escape and
nnpersonate a psychiatrist
His greed is ap\»arent
throughout the -moVIe; he
requests large quantities of
food, such as one order that
includes two cases of beer and
two pounds of caviar.
During his esca:Je to
California, Burns befriends
Donald Becker, played by

squaa

Cs

How To
GET To
CHICAGO
WITHOUT

Walter Mattbau. While
Aykroyd . brings a unique
character~ to life, Matthau
appears to struggle to keep his
character from being edited
out of the movie.
Ie two scenes, Becker
mumbles lines of clialouge and
the editing of the movie ioakes
the BeeDe appear to be an
afterthought in order to get
Matthau into the scene.·
!'he movie also features two
ex-Saturday Night Live performers, Mary. Gross and
Chevy Chase. In a cameo
scene, Chase a~ in a
commerical spoof witbip the
movie as the epitome of every
father writing a letter to his
BOO about conaoms.
While "Couch Trip" may not
be thought of as one of the best
comedies, the movie is enjoyable and funny because of
Its Simplicity. . . '
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Free Groceries!
Introducing the first

Register to win a Thirty, Forty·Five, or Sixty Second Shopping Spreel
That's right, on Tuesday, Feb. 2nd we will draw 3 lucky winners-live on
WCIL FM. Each winner will be outfitted in sweatsuits from Bleyer's Sports
Mart and take off from the front of our store, grabbing all the merchandise
they can get into their shopping basket. This ·'first ever" Supermarket Sweep will
happen at 10:00 A.M. on Frida_y, ::'t:b. 5th-Entry Blanks Available At Country Fair. No
Purchase Necessary, You Must Be 18 Years Old To Win. So come out and join in all the fun!
PiIL,h\,ry

U.S.DA Grade -A-

Muunlain Dew/Diet: Pt>psi

Fresh Family Pac Cut-up

SuIt-n-Genlle

Pepsi

Frying Chicken Bathroom Tissue

39~b.

69~ROU

From Our In-Store Bakery
Wheat & While

89~

89¢.uter
.

Bottle

:=============:
TombstDnt>12"

Wilson Com King

Franka

Silver Dollar Buns

75~

DoRa

Finai Tuudl

Cake Mixes

Fabric Softener

49~~~ 64~/$300
'Everyday Low Price

Pre-priced $1.99
Our 0\\'11 ShiH' Mddc
Sr.lukt.>d LII1Ii.

'Vick's Nyquil
Cold Fonnuia

$4 66

10Ct.

Sausage

100z.
Original or Cherry Flavor

120z.~,

$19~.

Supetbowl Football.

Decorated

Hunter Whole Bonel":_

Cake

Slice<U'.-

Fresh From Maxie-s Deli

Dill Dip.

~

Jeelly"s

·Beef Stew

99 ~

Sausage-Hamburger-l'eppe1oni
Friday and Saturday Fm.SampJej--

-.

9'9 t Oz.
24

-.' Mecomtick -- "

- Black:----$1'S9 .

VeggleDip

$3 29 -lb.

Baby Matc

$1 48 :u..

14 Sheets'elftS-24'

$2

Mennen 33% More

Hams

$899

.

OnIonDlp

99~lb.·

,.

-2/$_299
33~.
lim~

'9ud ~ ?Ita.tu'~:'Ddt

i!~f~~5i3·9ii~
~airie Farms

French Onion
• Dip

:

160.

Umit I

Velveeta

Butter

Iu..

$1 99
Reg.

Of

76~Oz.Jar
Everyday low price

Cheese
Iu..

Quart.....
Unsoiled

LJmil I

$2 5 Pu..l.oaI
Everyday luw prtce

.Value you can trust.

LOCALLY OWNED

,

........................... ~
...........................

', .' · .2 9 .,. :
iii'--t~:~~~~~~:::.........J~!~~~~
~.

Catsup

Homemade goouness, That's what you receive in
our own storemade smoked meats, All of our
products are 90% lean and made with quality
~. ingredients, Vacuum packaging assures you of consistent
freshness & flavor,

_

.

v..IMonte

Quality you can taste.

16 Inch tray. serves 15-20, indudes-J3eef summer
• , - - - - - . , sausage, beef salami. luncheon bologna.
pepper cheese; swiss. & cheddar. ,$1995
llii~~~ Also-Try our new fancyfrie9 chicken.
. 12 piece box 88 39 or 16 piece box $1089 Phone 457~381 and
order

I

Chl-dctar Bratwurst. Italla"

'Country Fair Meats

Armchair Quarterback's ·T~ay.' •

~

$1 69

Quart.....

1

Bralwurst. Onion Bratwurl!ll.

Prairie Fa"",,

Parkay

M~arine

4

Oz..

Cbeese Singles

Pie Crust

Oz.
T~c~s.ieri. 69 ~O CL
Pepper.-

16

Borden I.W.s.

Pillsbury All Ready

.

$1 ~

8 Oz. On.

Carbondale

"" country.
Fair Coupon

0llm~ml~III!1

•
•

These PriCfl$ Effective 1/27/88 thru 2/02/88

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY - 7 DAYS A WEEK
WEST MAIN STREET. CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS. 457-0381

Ceremony
to dedicate
center set
By Susan Curtis
Staff Writer

Staff Photo by .I.W. Stamlclde

Physical Plant employees, from lett, Terry Triggs, Mike Purtel
and AI Easton spent Tuesday completing the first layer of

stacks at the new library storage building on Mclafferty Road,
which was completed last August.

Library storage problem eased by shelves
By Dena Schulte
Staff Writer

Patrons of Morris Library
won't have to dodge cardboard
boxes full of books very mucb
longer.
After a five month delay,
stacks for the Morris Library
storage building are finally
being delivered.
"We have already had four
deliveries and we are expecting about six more truck
loads," Allen Haake, physical
plant supervising architect
and enginneer, said.

Briefs
COMPUTING AFFAIRS will
offer a workshop on using
Kermit Communication software on the mM PC at 11
today in Wham BllA and
"What Statistical Package
Should I Use?" at 2 today in
Wham 303. To register, call
453-4361, ext. 260.
ILLINOIS PUBLIC Interest
Researcb Group will meet at 4
today in the Student Center
Saline Room. Rich McClintock, executive director of
Missauri Student PIRG, will
speak.
LEADERSHIP EDUCATION and Development
Organization will meet at 5
tonight in the Student Center
Mackinaw Room.

Another shipment is expected to arrive Thursday or
Friday, he said. "It looks like
things are moving again."
The storage building located on McLafferty Road was completed last August.
However, installation of the
shelves was delayed after
Aetnastak, the company SIU-C
contracted for the stacks, filed
for bankruptcy.
Library personnel had been
packing boxes since last spring
to be moved into the building.
The delay resulted in the hnxes

ISTERSATIONAL BUSIAssociation will meet at
6:15 tonight in the Student
Center Activity Room C.
EGYPTIAS DIVERS Scuba
Club will meet at 7 tonight in
Wham 306. New members
welcome.
LITTLE BRomER Little
Sister Program will meet at 7
tonight in the Student Center
Activity Room D.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Student
Society
of
AmericaPyramid will meet at
7:30 tonigbtin Lawson 131.
SOUTHERN FOR Simon
will meet at 7:30 tonight in the
Student Center Orient Room.
For details, call Glenn
Richardson at 536-2371.

complete DY !ate Feburary.
After the shelves are up,
lights, ducts and sprinkler
systems will be installed.
"It will take about two or
three weeks," Haake said. "H
we keep moving along, about
the middle of March
everything will be done."
Once the storage building is
complete, library employees
will begin stocking the shelves
with journals and periodicals,
early editions of multiple-copy
works and archival materials
thatarese1dom used.

~~

or.:.~~.o.l)
~.
No::

Murclal.
DENTAL CINTEI
~A_I""'"

GenetoIIMn'ittry

c.bm·21"

~

~~

If only I had a
Laser~ter...

Think of all the wonderful things
you could do if only you had a
LaserWriter'" printer.
Okay, now come into Kinko's

and use oun.

kinko's·

PHI BETA Lambda will
meet at 5 tonight in Rehn 328.
~ESS

being stacked in aisles, against
walls and under windows in the
library.
Montel Corporation of
Canada bought Aetnastk's
materials and is completing its
orders.
Physical plant employees
are installing the first layer of
stacks, which later will support a second layer. The stacks
are 14 to 16 feet tall and hold
about 7 to 8 shelves. About
600,000 books will be stored on
the shelves.
Installation should be

Carbondale Memorial
Hospital scheduled a groundbreaking ceremony for its new
cancer treatment center at 9
a.m. today.
The new center will cost just
under $2 million and will be
paid for from hospital
operations, George Maroney,
hospital administrator, said.
Construction on the center
began about two months ago
and the center should be
operational by October, he
said.
Features of the 4600-squarefoot center will include a
scanning room, where
radiation treatments are
given; a simulator, which
determines which areas of the
body the radiation should be
directed at; and a computer,
which figures out the dosage
level.
The center is being constructed on the east side of the
hospital.
Recruitment has begun for a
radio-therapist, who will
administer the radiation.
About six new staff members
will be needed to run the
center, he said.
About 95 percent of the
treatment will be done ill! an
outpatient basis and the center
will not include additional
rooms for patients, he said.
Treatments will range from
pain relief to curative treatments, Maroney said. During
the first year about 1,000
patients are expected to be
treated, but this could grow to
7,000 per year, he said.

(A)PIt'S • 8mding • P2Ssporl PhoIo~
Il<.,.k,up Publl>hl~ • HUI'!'l D,>k.,

549-0788
new balance
Men's 995

reg. '100

~::
Firot Qu~ltiy
ALSO ...

D'. & EE

Women's 520
reg. '60

$399 -

II~~~'.

RKomrnendedtOfftMfloulrunnerwtlo . .
INnck the uhitMN in
cwh6oning, ...,
m01ion ~U'OI Ihrou,h m. UM of rn'Diutionery
PU/EVA Encap~ rnDoIe/~ •.

"""'Oft..

Sk.oes'ltStult

:s; 106 S. IliinDis Ave. 9-7 Mo ....S.t.
• CarboMsle 529·3097 1-6 Sun.
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Hey, Coffee Love~, Join the Club. Buy a 20-oz.
spiliproof mug at the University Bookstore
for $1.50 and refill It at any Student Center
dining area, any time they're open, for only .25 C
Special.20C refills for CoHee Club members.
Valid Jan. 27
29.

t

AIDS in young men to become
leading cause of death in 1991
LONDON (UPI) - The pa~ to change "high risk"
"But the real tragedy is the
number of AIDS cases behaViors.
innocent victims. Among them
worldwide is expected to
are those wbo are infected
AIDS - acquired immune perhaps as a result of a blood
double next year and by 1991
the disease will become the deficiency syndrome transfusion and a few who may
No.1 killer of young men in the weakens the bOdy's immune have bee~ infected by sufWest, an expert said Tuesday system and is fatal. It is ferers f.eeking revenge. But
at the first world summit on spread most commonly possibly worst of all are those
through sexual contact or the babies wbo are infecttoi in the
the deadly disease.
In an address to the AIDS sharing of bypoderm.e needles womb and born with the
conference attended by more by drug users.·1t also is virus."
than 150 nations, World Health transmitted from mother to
She urged eonference ofOrganization researcher Dr. fetus througb the bloodstream
Jonathan Mann estimated before birth or during birth ficials, including 120 national
there an: currently 150,000 through contact with the birth health ministers, to &~p up
-their efforts against the
cases of AIDS worldwide. He canal.
said that number will double
The t.bree-day AIDS con- disease.
next year and rise to 1 million ference - s~ored by WHO
"So far, global response to
in three years.
and the 'dntish government,
Officially, only about 75,000 was attended by 600 health AIDS bas been characterized
case.:; have been reported, he officials from more than 150 by delays," she said. "Please
sP..id, bllt that number is nation:.. The conference was make efforts to make this a
considertd an underestimate.
opened formally by Princess successful summit. ..
Mann said by 1991 in the Anne, wbo urged medical
West, the disease will surpass officials to not delay their antiMann, director of WHO's
the combined total of the AIDS efforts. She was later program on AIDS, "concurrent top four leading causes presented with a condom, one servatively" estimated that
of death 10 men between the of the most effective defenses some 5 million people are
ages of 25 and 34 - traffic against AIDS.
infected with the AIDS virus,
accidents, suicides, beart
which within five years
"It could be said that the develops into the full-blown
disease and cancer.
"We live in a world AIDS pandemic is .•. a self- disease in up to 30 percent of
threatened by an unlimited inflicted wound that only
destructive fo~~" Mann said, serves to remind Homo ~ose inf~~. ~~ ::~~
calling for gJODaI cooperation ~~:d.fIlllibility,"
related illnesses in
and mass education camthe first five years, he said.

:J:ff:

Reagan's popu,anty~
U.S. optimism wanes
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
beginning of the 1988
election year nnds about
half the U.S. population
approving of the job
President Reagan is doing,
but Americans are less
optimisitic "tout their
future, a survey showed
Tuesday.
Even among Republican
primary voters, a majority

:~ 1:1erw~d !~erno~

nominate Reagan for a third
term even if the Constitution did not bar him
from running again, The
New York Times-CBS News
poll showed.
Fifty
percent
of
Americans approve of the
~esident's haudling of his
Job against 35 percent who
disapprove, the sur~'ey said.
But in particular areas,
Americans rate Reagan's
performance lower than
they do his overall performance, according to the
poll published in today's
editions of The New York
Times.

While 66 percent of those
surveyed favor the Intermediate Nuclear FCIJ'ceS
Treaty with the Soviet
Union, 58 percent oppose
military and other aid for
the Nicaraguan Contra
rebels. Overall, 44 percent
of those surveyed disa~
prove of ReaRan's handling
of forego policy against 41
percent who approve.
Forty-eight
percent
disapprove of Reagan's
handlfng of the econQlDY,
the survey said.
Americans are less
confidf'nt about the future
tbanthey were at the start
of Reagan's second term. In
January 1985, half the

~~cine:rei~ s~a:~':
fiveJears and now only one-

~utd:s ~~s:":Jl ~~eed

Reagan, both Democratic
and Republican primary
voters are largely uncommitted, with only a fifth
saying they have made a
choice that they will not
change.
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field PlaHer Style Bacon
~n,li
fl.ld Bar.B-Q Ham
~ ,
CholceRoundSteab

11.'9/lb.
1 ••09/lb.
11.99/lb.
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PINCH
PENNY

PUB

700 E. Grand

549-3348

Imported Beer
Extravaganza
Select from 12 varl.tI.. of Imporled
beer only at the Pub. Then compllmenf
It with on International appetizer tray
L.:
pie.. with tasty treats from OI'OU :J
~
the world.
~

$1.35120&.
$1.751601. $2.2525oz.
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Today's
Puzzle

ACROSS
1 Allot
5 Specter

10 o.c.nt
14 Ring at_

is RIHI'dlke
16 Alphebet
~

17 Wetery parta
of blood
18 Preyer -.t.
it An:hHec:turel
pier
20 Flowed eIowIr

Puzzle ans wers
ar9 on Page 19

22 One tum

24 Bubbly drink
26 lIonthly
'xpeIIM

10 Stringed

Inatrumen:

'D F.etller
_lIeR

71 00I0ng end

~=:.r:.:~

72 lIalmo men

36 Golfer 81m
38 NGMenM
38 For men only

41 GIouy ciotti
43 TeIe¥llkIn
InteIfIlnlllCl

441.....mor

Nikole
46 PlYing rod
46 Duich

commune

48 Vehicle
51 ANleted
5-" Penrenu

55 NOfthern bird
66 Betreyed
60 'AI_,.III

64 Go ~ elr
65 Watery
....lIng
67 NV collnge

as

Firet gerd..,

51 SouYeIlir

.-c:hong

73 Dlff..-m

28 Noctumel
mammel
29 ExF'JIIg4I

30 Awu-

32 V...11ICI
33 Lyric ~

34 lIer., again
DOWN
1 Bryophyte
2 Fencing eword
3WMCI
.. Slip .wey
5 lIekel happy
8 SkItt bottom

7 Abowe
8 Sp. minr
t Tried out
10 DiehM
11 Sporta

.tedium
12 "Do -

otherI"
13 Horee color
21 Time period.
23 Dill herb
25 Of e Ipe«:I

27 BottIersome

pereon.

37 Plungall

40 Shinn
<12 Piece
jewelry

0'

45 God of 'Ira
47 LJbertIne
50 Four-bagge,.
52 Indlgenoua
54 Wet In e way

66 Waate
allowance
57 Broed
58 Olel Gr.
th..tera

59 Printer'.
direction
61 Labor
62 Seth'. eon
53 Chell1 sound

66 Hallway: pra'.

Woman jailed
for attending
PTL chu:"ch
ROCK HILL, S.C. (UPIl - A
woman arrested for attending
a PTL church service after she
was warned to stay off
ministry property remained in
jail Tuesday, unable to pay a
$218 bond.
Grace Seeseldt, 57, of
Brookfield, Wis., was driven to
the Sunday night service by
Norm Bakker, brother of PTL
founder Jim Bakker, and l'f'as
arrested on trespassing
charges - the second time in
two days the PTL security
staff bad filed charges against
her.
The woman, described by
Norm Baitker as a lifetime
partner, generally someone
who has given at least $1,000 to
PTL, was scheduled to appear
before a Rock Fill, S.C.,
magistrateat2p.m Tuesday.
The first !irrest came
Saturday afternoon when the
woman refused to pay her bill
at PTL's luxury Heritage
Grand Hotel. She was charged
with trespassing, posted $218
bond and was released with a
warning from PTL not to
return to the grounds for six
months.

should have
Reg Pricad ·13.89
JUST ·11." with

T·BIRDS

111 Washington 529-3808

Hispanics organizing
to support TV series
EL PASO, Texas (UPl) Hispanic leaders are
organizing a letter-writing
campaign to convince the ABC
television network to air a
series on the adventures of a
Hispanic sheriff on the EI
Paso-Juarez border.
ABC network officials
shelved the "Juarez" series
without even airing the pilot.
The action angered Hispanic
leaders, who said Monday they
woold protest.
Orta of Los Angel
I
na~:a. chairwoman of:';
Hispanic Academy of Media
Arts and Sciences, said SDe
was disappointed that ABC
decideo against "Juarez"
without ever giving the public
a chance to view the aeries.
Orta said the academy is
organizing a national letter-

primarily with Hispanic
characters," Harbert said.
"We are still interested, and in
fact, are conSidering
redeveloping 'Juarez.'"
Luz
Taboada,
a
spokeswoman for Cimarron
Media Services, said the series
p~ces Hispanics in a positive
light and lifts the ethnic group
"out of the pancho and burro
stereotype."
Larry Trejo, a spokesman
for the League of United Latin
American Citizens, said he will
organize a letter-writing
campaign urging ABC to take
the series off the shelf and give
ita cbaoceon the air.
Taboada, whose fll1D bandied the hiring of extras for the
filming in El Paso and Juarez,
said ABC contracted with
producers for the pilot and five

sider.
Ted Hubert, vice president
of motion pictures and
scheduling at ABC network
headquarters in New York,
said production of "Juarez"
was canceled. In a brief
prepared statement, Harbert
said the show was being
shelved because of mid-season
scheduling problems for onehour shows and "creative
differences."
"ABC has been interested
for some time in developing a
dramatic series dealing

about a HispaniC sheriff,
played by Benjamin Pratt
Banda, and his adventures on
both sides of the border.
Taboada said the reason
ABC canceled the series was
because the show did not meet
the network's stereotype of a
border city. She said network
people were expecting scenes
with adobe houses, desert and
cactus. The show depicted
instead the modern cities of El
Paso and Juarez, which have a
combined population of more
than 1.5 million.

~~kcamotlf~ ~ ep~es was to bav~ been
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Aikido Is a clef_I.,. martial art that ,.Iies upon
the aggressive attack of or. e>ppe>nM1. II attemphla
take the momentum of the attock and contral the
_rgy in such a way os to ute that momentum
agaln.t the penon who i. attempting to do harm.

'n. art ernphaoias fIowing.- and ......ity
while malntolnlng a stobie balance. Par1nera work
In harmony with ...a. other; Ieomlng when and how
to yield. how to guide and how to redIt«I the oII.-'s
motion and _rll!'.
Training under pressure of attack becomes a
meanl of poIiahing oneself. Thul. the centering.
flowing. circular maIionI of AIckb ~ us hanncInr
with othen os well os 0 calmness within ourselv...

549-4479

-n,n & Excil_t
ef'hyaicol fitness
-Taumoment ExperillRCe

<onfidenca Training
- ...- . - Training

-Muhi~IC'-

o<:ompetent I....ructors

YOU PROVIDE
-Zeal & Enthusiasm

·"'tt~

-Twenty Dollars

- . . - , comfortable clothes

You Can" Seat It .... With A Stick

549·7809

Polygamists standoff continues;
father's resurrection awaited
MARION, Utah (UPl) - A
polygamist clan refuses to end
an U-day standoff with police
because members believe the
U.S. government is about to
fall and their slain patriarch
will be resurrected to save
them and the nation, officials
said Tuesday.
"They don't trust anybody in
authority," said Doug
Bodrero, deputy state Public
Safety commissioner. "They
believe the entire ('nuntry is on
the verge of colla;se and John
Singer is going to be the only
one present that can restore
this country."

since the Jan. 16 bombing of a
Mormon chapel. Tuesday he
carried in a container of
medical supplies.
After Monday's two-hour
visit, Kraut told authorities the
family is " ... still resolved that
a confrontation of some type is
necessary in order for their
revelation to come to pass."
Bombing suspects Addam
Swapp, 'ZI, and Vickie Singer,
44, Wldow of slain polygamist
John Singer, have said they
were instructed by God that
Singer would be resurrected
and save them from police
using "deadly force."
Nine years ago police shot
Singer on the same farm
·where a small army of lawmen
now has surrounded Swapp,
Singer, and 13 family mem~~c1uding six young

Police sent Ogden Kraut, a
longtime friend of the Singer
family, back into the
barricaded
compound
Tuesday "carrying specific
requests that we now need to
see some overt action on their
part that they are willing to
Kraut told the clan Monday,
start a process that will brinH
''This is different than nine
a peaceful resolution here,
years ago. This is ,not what
said Bodrero.
Kraut carried in milk and' John Singer would want," said
baby food Monciay to the Bodrero. "He (Kraut) got no
. Singer-5wapp farm, which has response to that."
been encircled by lawmen
While he was inside the log

farmhouse, Kraut took a
picture of the people sitting
around a couch below a portrait of John Singer. Nearly all
15 were smiling.
Bodrero showed the Ricture
to reporters and said, ' I think
it's evident by looking at the
photo that they're not exactly

:::u.~pCIs ~~!us':~=

to turn into any ~ of personality that wasn t already
present there."

~~rtrs u:~~ h~'Ui
intense lights at = t and
noise. They also have cut off
electrical power, outside water
supplies and refused to let the
family use its phone to call
outside until they first talk to
negotiators.
Singer was shot when he
pointed a gun in the direction
of one of 10 officers attempting
to arrest him for failure to
obey court orders. The legal
tangle began when Singer
ignored court orders to let
state officials. test his homeschooled cbildren.

Police deliver 'candlelight' baby
FORT SALONGA, N.Y.
(UPl) - Two police officers
delivered an 8-pound baby girl
early Tuesday by the light of
tiny birthday cake candles on a
laundry room floor after a
winter storm knocked the
power out at her parent's
home.
The baby's father, Steven
Chase, called the 911
emergency number shortly
before 1 a.m. and Suffolk
County officers Gary Wolke
and Jack Smithers arrived to
find Yvette Chase, 33 in labor
with no electricity in the house.
''They had been warming up
the car to go to the hospital
when she collapsed on the floor
of the laundry room - which
was on the way to the garage
- and she stayed right there,
and that's where we delivered
the baby," Smithers said in a
phone call from the hospital
where he was visiting the baby
and mother.
Awe crept into the 25-yearold officer's voice as he
described how he deliverecl the
baby by the flickering light of
several tiny birthday candles
and a small penlight flashlight,

held by the father, as the
couple's two other cbildren
waited in the next room.
"She was fantastic,"
Smithers said, praising the
woman for lJer composure. "It
was my first delivery and this
woman, if she was in pain, she
didn't let us know it. She was
speaking the whole way
through. It ... as super,
"We had no gloves and we
had birthday candles supplying the light," he said. I
held a sheet out and caught the
baby in the sheet. We cleaned
her up."

Police catch
baby dropped
from window
l'c'EW YORK (UPI) A distraught woman
dangled her infant son
from a window, knife at
his throat, and held two
other cbildren hostage,
then dropped the boy two
stories into a blanket held
by police who carried the·
baby to safety Tuesday.

Smithers said tll'e department paramedics arrived as
the baby was being born, and
cut the umbilical cord and took
mother and baby to st. Johns
Hospital in nearby Smithtown,
where both were doing well.

Emergency workers
then stormed into the
apartment and rescued
the two other cbildren as
police subdued the
woman with a stun gun.

"It was quick. From the
time we received the call at
12:56 a.m. until the birth was 9
minutes. She WI'~ bom at 1:05

"It was a very tense
situation," Capt. Charles
SenzeI said of the noon
incident. "She was
hanging the kid from the
window and holding a
knife to its throat. "

a.m.," Smithen. Aaid, adding
with a laugh, "five minutes
after the birth, the lights went
backon."

Beer Speclol

3 beers for 11.00
""' WednesdaY 5p«lal not .
.valld with any other coupon.
no subltltutlor.l.

II. C'dal.
VaieDtine's, SearchiDg for
Something Special for Someone
Special?
~--,/-..,.,
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Court Martial hinges on drawing
QUANTICO, Va, (UPI) - A
military investigator testified
Tuesday that defendant Cpl.
Lindsey Scott looks "very.
very similar" to a .,icture
composed from the VIctim'S
description only hours after
she was raped and knifed five
years ago,
The day after the April 20,
1983 attack, Naval Investigative Service agent
James Lindner visited the
victim in the hospital and
made a composite picture of
tho! ra.,ist based on her
description, he testified.
"Tears welled in her eyes,
her lips began to quiver and
she said, 'that's him,'" after
~~er~~fed.the picture,
Lindner, who knew what
Scott looked like before he
questioned the victim, said the
features on the composite were
"very, very similar to those of
Corporal Scott. "
Lindner was the second
prosecution witness in the
court-martial of Scott, who 18
charged anew with rape,
kidnapping, sodomy and at-

tempted murder.
But Lindner testified that
before constructing the
composite, a colleague had
told him that a preliminary
description "kind of looks like
Corporal Scott."

The U.S. Court of Military
Appeals overturned the verdict July 6, ruling that Scott's
:eJs~i.not adequately
Quantico officials decided to
retry the case last fall.
Defense attorneys contend
Lindner and witness Todd
the NIS was pressured to tmd a Hamilton, who found the
suspect, and that Lindner victim shortly after the attack,
controlled the composite testified that she told them she
session and made the drawing had willingly gotten into her
with Scott in mind.
attacker's car because he
The woman, then 22 . was called her at bome and said
abducted, raped, had her her husband was hurt. The
throat slashed and was victim's husband worked with
stabbed in the attack that drew Scott in the security battalion
national notoriety after the at Quantico.
CBS news show "60 Minutes"
"She said he had caned her
telecast two segments on the up (and said) her husband was
case.
in a terrible accident and he
Scott was convicted of the was assigned to get her,"
charges in October 1983 and Hamilton testified. "Then she
spent 45 months of a 3O-year said, he raped her, strangled
sentence in a federal prison, and stabbed her and tried to
while his parents in Louisville, cut her throat.
Hamilton testified that while
Ky., and civil rights groups,
who charged racism in the driving in an isolated area of
case, worked to have the ruling the 66,OOO-acre "ase, he saw a
reversed.
dazed, bloodied woman
The victim, who is scheduled walking along the road betto testify, is white. Scott is ween 9 p.m. and 9:20 p.m. on
black.
the night of the attack.
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$8.95
with deUvery

(actaalme 7")

With Vaientine'l Day jUlt around the comer, we think
we have lUI. the right gift for your SWEETHEART. !hese
Soft Adorable white bears are lure to be a hit with your.
Valentine.
No matter where your Iw_theort lives In the
continental United States, these adorable bears will be
delivered directly to his or her doorstep just in time for
Valentine's Day.
If you also wilh to have a personal memo attached
with the bear just include it with your check or
money order to:

BOOMER EXPRESS IDe.
P.O. BOX 701
CAJtBONDALE,n.6290S
(PLEASE INCLUDE ADDRESS)
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U.S.D.A. CHOICE
CENTER CUT

Sirloin
Steak

:~f;

Important, to Us•.

BAGGED FRESH DAILY•••
NATIONAL'S GRADE A

Whole
.fryers

~6
. "i
~~

$
Lb

Lb LIMIT3PERFAMILYPLEASE
COUPON SAVINGS ON
TOP QUALITY FLOUR

Gold
51bMedai
BAG

WITH COUPON &. $20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS, $10.00 PURCHASE

.

YOUR CHOICE
OF GRINDS:

Folgers
Coffee

$49
WITH COUPON &. $20.00 PURCHASE
SENIOR CITIZENS, $10.00 PURCHASE

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. JAN. 30th '88. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS
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'N5 IIfl.IANT
$3600
J2OtJO.
12'00,' "1

'12 5'0
r-rl-.r
sin.

~:::,;:1~0~ia'!. ~~

_III,,, Sin. Wag. S550. AAA AIIIo
So,...
6OSH.
5019-13.101.
2·'''' ............... 112JAa17
illInoiS.

Classified

1973 IUIlE VOUCSWAGEN. 4000

~~:'~':'r:'"

1977 WHITE lTD ,r-&c.rlenl CondI,lon. _
vinyl tap...........1..1on,
r-lpump.broI<es.and5,...botr..-y.
SIlO firm. 4$7.ao.t.

SII·"'"

I."'" ............... 446A086
'77 CAMAIIO LT.• AWESOME• .-y
depencIDbIe. 0.11 _ , You _ _
you Iosel S650. U\..2448. 9A
~.AskforMike.

=.

S5OO.5oI9·79NMIke.
.
'·2.................. , _
=60~ALA 2 dr .. hdtp.•

bdm;,

DC.

flOOd eoncIItlon. S3IOO.4$7·2288.

2·"." ............... 1~1_
Ib6). 2 101M. _
<enfrol olr.
deck,
nice _ .
dteop lot rent. 4$7-45'5 ,.....

"''''If .hed.

~: .............

137CIAeN

8Y OWNEIt 5W S. WIIIhIngtoft.
DupIu 3 bdrm and I bdrm ~.

_ . 'ncome 56760 " . ,... twice

529.000.529-1539.
2·1 .................. 1329AdI7

INSURANCE

irmTrfii lIm

~~id;:···;.;;;~~·

I['~.::':::.~!=!!;;;;:::~:::·:·::::\I
Il£C1IIIC IAtOWIH Ot/GAH·llke
..w. -....""11.... air condo 0.11

~J~:.~~: ....

10IGAf87

•••••• .1_

AutO: ...... ~.:=&
Motorcyc'" & ~
~&

.

_______________________

AYALA

____________________________________

INSURANCI
457-4123

Phone ____________-'--Receipt Number _________-'

Valentine' messages will appear
Friday. February 12 in the
Daily Egyptian.

RYDER

Return \l'!ith payment to: . The Daily Egyptian Clouifled Dept.. Room 1259.
Communication. Building. Carbondale. 1l62901.
by Nbruory 9. For mare information. p l _ call

GUtTAIIS7AHOSSoJ. strInfIto/wap2

"",ror

o VISA
0 _ ...Cord
11111111111111111

RYDEn EXPERlENCE CAN

HRP YOU MOVE IT RIGHT.
so MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE.

fDaiij-EDPtla-n-c~~;.ft;dM;~I;ofd;~F;~i
Printyourdoulfiedad in th. .poce provided. MaUalong with your check to the
Daily Egyptian aa..lfied Dept .. Communication. Building. S1U. Corbondole. H.62901

II

II I
IS
J

,

IiI'
..

·Hines

;,

!!~~~

o Mutere.rd

.1

....t_. . . ._""'___
UTI
PMno

~~~a~~:Ultl With The D.E. CIGsslfiedl

""ioa"'"

-

~

.,
I.
I

I
I
,

_In.
2·'''' .... . ... .......

1817W. Sycamore, Carbondale
Phone 457 -4922
.

15198087

NEWLY REMODELED. MUR·
PHY5BORO • bdnn op". All .Ieer,/<
ond ai, conditioned. water- aM trqsh

~"'::.=~·J'!f:ftrr::,ia~:;~

687..u94.
2·9'" ................ 103.809.1
2 101M. FURNISHED. utllltl.. In·
cluded. 1.5 block. from compus.
$310 mo, ""10 11"f1'. room, fur·
n,.hed. ,'''".
1.5
from
campus. S 185 mo. 4$3·5.28 dys.. or
549·5596 olr... S p.m.

* AdvertisiDg Sales Trainee *

,nd..

Daily Egyptian

~ ::1'':: c':t.'s4:.~~~l/abl.

'·27'" ................ 35.8oU
LARGE I or 2 1xIrm. furnIshed. o.r.

=S6--::~rId-.

1rOI'ldaIwltIlD.E. . . . . n....-tatl_~

2"." ................ 126611a92
RJIIN. 2 or 3 1xIrm. 1 black from

- I I : eJdatbtl_ta.

PIck up appll..u- at til. DaJl,. BIJ'Ptlaa.

c-....&DIcatIoasBldl4blC.App11catIoaDea4Uae:

W .......b.8.18••

blks.

2·'''' ................. 107480.7
I IIOOMMATf NEEDED I<x 4 1xIrm.

I ...t _ yeu, pnfuabl,. loafer. Job IIlYOl_

CO:~ : ' - - - - -Must
have ACT on me"
- - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _.J

!----------------------------.:.----.. .

.HI

", qui.' nelllhborhood. ,.." ok"y.
coli 937·397.. If no a n _ coli

work

...... _ a . d•

o.dit _ _

2·22................. ID7AnIOll

\';l:ft

I, . W.'nloolWtcf... appUeuatatbatwUlbeIllRboolat

t

_

. . - .-. - ......
=:A£;l:?':"::

~.'~~: ....... 11161An97

~:::!:::. I~~~

qI '. relate4~_.uwrA4~~an..r.terred,1natwUl--.t4erotb.1'
bIock~.

No. Of Days To Run
Classification

I I I : I I I I I I I
t

11111

3 iDeo

f'Ieue ct.a. . to my credit cud:
DVISA

,

and ~ 0 . - t deoI today. Sound
Core. 122 S. " ' _•• 4$7-5641. The
In

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL

ZlpCodo

_your

Como
_ .,.".. and studio
for 59._ _
-.Is
price.

_chorptomyu.dU.....-d

Stole

Iobor
2..................... 1127Ag90

~)

Nam. ______

fStartOate
I (tIequilwdfwoffice _only)
',·Name .
,Address
I
Oty

::::....:tl.II~~~

2· ....................0I9Abge
TRANSMISSION IIfI'AIII. AAA AIIIo
So'-s ond Swv. ~ foil SIde
60S H. 111_ COda,. 4$7·
763 ••
".1... .. ............ 10NAh11ll

................-...

Place . . . . . . . 1Il til. boEn pnrri4e4. Rem....mlN:r p1lDC1:_tioD

Ad

dI,lon. MUll "".4$7·2259.
••"... .............. 114.JAg86
.J.YII. OlD. llke..w RCA X1I00 ".
Inell .,KIronI< colo< T.V:•. SIlO

MANY IISB) TIftS. A .... low priced
_
tires. botIen... S29.99 Gotor
76 .• 501 WM..",.52f.2302.

I~ ~ges

I

AUTOOESK

~

l:r:::·:·:·:::·:::E!;.!~=::::::::·::::::]1

1975 FOlIO GI!AHAOA. 0 .... 01lI0.
p.b.. p .... 4 dr.. 5750. 010. Good
condo 5019-5766. ofrw 5 p.m.
1·21-4/1 .............. IG7A08S
'IIIU PlYMOUTH 'ELIAHT. 4 dr .•
o.c.• p.b.. p .•.• ......Im. low ml...n.
condo Must NIl. S3-f5O 010. 52919'4.

Cost
Per

FIIOM

f:;'" .............. 16'7_

I·"'" .............. 1606A086

,
,_

AUTOSKfTOf

" , - " , " . the
wfIO mok.
_-..pus.
A _ . Sup« ""'I' 10 /eam Cod.
$80. IlotoComm SrI ....... 529·2563.
2.''''
...............
4.MII'OI
1973 MOIILf 1fOMf. '2zS5. 2
gao '-t.
bor wltIt s_Is • .-y COlOll T. V. $80 OlIO. flOOd con

I·"'" .............. 1126A086
1980 Auo/ 5000$. D.C.• ' - t.•_
loaded. leo"- "'lwkK,
melolll< gtMn. 1If'. flOOd cond.. mUll
..". S26/lO, 845-3764 coil ofrw 5

1975 UHCOtH. lOADED........ .,..,.,.

I;!§IIII
~lrl~mnrrI1nrrm
,

'1

"'pi....

1·27... .. ............ 1416A084

I
I

••

5750. 0.11549-7401 ofrw6p.m.

32.7.

~rM.

w .................................: ................ n

1976 !'.Me PACEII. 6 cvId.. .Id.
Iro..... I _ , under 58.000 ml....

79 HONDA I'IfEWOE. 5.,,-d. elect.

~~~

..

2·9... . ............... 44._

.:::;'~;;.:.=. .~~

an4_pace..

I·"'" ............... •

2·2................... ofoI5AoIa
76 IUICK _ . 2-dr.. om·1m
_ . p .... p.b.. _
,_. 'urbo
from.. .zc. cond.. m"" ..". S850
0lI0.5019.,'01.

1979 CHEVETTE. NO nIIf• ..w fI....
botr..-y. muffle<.......... carpet.
S600 010 529-2. 56.
1-28-88 .............. 141aA085

IIIII11111111111

m"""'1.

••"... .............. 114_

".lOOt

:"~~"":'1~:." ~<e':i:.:i

CARBONDALE 2 8D11MS. fumlshed.
...",.r.d, deem. undwpInned ond
CIIIdIofwd.
529-5505.
2.,.... ••••••.....••.• 556Ae92

'80 IMTSUN 200SX. Very flOOd condo
75k mil... Sunrf.. D.C.. 5 spa and
......... 51775.529-:1901.

1119_
79 CHEVY MOHZA. 2 door. Itotch
bock. 4 qj..
mi ......... .-t.
o.II4$7_ofrw6p.m.
1·27-411 .............. 141SAoU

'.'up.

cond.•
SIIOO. 1·163-47.7.
SolO /g. 1'1'* uplood. 0.11_"...
2.....................517Ae17 964-.433.
mAIIS

5530.
condition and rwltoIoIe. S21D
4$7-2259.
OlIO

1:::r~: ............

,,:.,.,.,,,.,.' ,.....

FOIl SALE 011 rent.
IOd5 mobile :~fa:,OOO;" SEASONED 15:::11':.
"""'-. _
furnIshIngs. flOOd WOOO.plll.'ol":'Hlnlcs, ony '-,,>.

rr:;,Ion~~.~~. ~9.~::::: ".,."'.,.""~.,.~~~'''~::.n n ..}!

flOOd

.............. 103IA086

11 METAL.
VAILIOUS SIZES.
......
Mobil. HomM ':':':':":'"I<x
uncfe<plnnlng
IIdlOSgnd
gndco"e.
i; t;;,'1~~lehomesl<x$50'"

!1!~~~ $.
2...... . .............. 1138Acr90
FOlIO GltANAOA 1976. V6 _I....

FOlIO 1'OIINO 1974. _
botr..-y
gnd5 He. I...... S400 010 5019-6155.

~

1974

{......

\

"""""",. A ... llable Jan. I. S350 " .
month. 687-4577.
.·28.................. 06508aI5
3 101M APAIITMENT. .zd...,ve
~. ~~ for ~~ ~
=~. S450 " . _tit. Call 529·

1·29..... ............ 15628086
I.AIIGE :I ~. qu/" ......,. near
Corbottdol. dIn'.:. furnlshedunfurnw..d. S360

up. 501'-6125.

,2-2................... 1565_

n,w,r ~~~'!'.J'f:~~.~. ,~~. ~,,!-,e}~ .

Sunglasses

IIO<:VM\AT£ WANTED TO . ' - - 2·
bdrm. MH .• fvrn .• dotan. dD.. ID
~a!."" SlOO mo .. half utl/·. 549·

2·2-18 ................ - IIOOMMATE WANTED TO shar. nIce
........ In _
grod lIudMI •.
SI35. plus half ut""",. 529·1062.
2.,.., ...•.•.......... 1337..92
LOOKING TO SHAfE 0 Irv- and
d«"",o.d dt..pl.x off of
N SI. ForM. ,,.., •• <011 L...,.".. 10
..... m_al!:!9·552•.
1·27.., ...........•.•. 1361-

wi'"

.,,,,fltful,,

.Mr..

WANTED TO
wI'"
t.mol•• 0 mobil. '-n..
~~~S:I'US half utll. 0 - ID $IU.

FfIAAI.E

0110"-

2·2-18
1 011 2........•.....•.
FfMALE _ _138Oa.II
wafto.d
for Meodowrld". Townhouse•.
Good location near campus. Prim
-"ob,.. CoIl 529-1 701.

0_

2-3-18 .......••....... , 4 IEDllOOM HOUSE. In qu..t
do.. 1D CommunicatIons 8/dfl. Nftd
2 roommot... CoI/529·5799.
1·29-18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13.Ua.16
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I).j 1~on't ,Iv. up.

Congratulations
To Our
New Initiates,

("

~

look(nth.

D.E. CLASSIFIEDS
536-"11

Tracy flilen
Brian aender

:EK

Marie. Fornoff

Congratulations
tooui
new initiates!

Jim Graham

.£1= d/".odzo

Matt Haber
Matt Jones

Joe loft
Pat Prier

FEMALE

DOG FOUND. ''''11"
Sl--'mt.r.lIod<wlfh ~ ' - .
IoIoO.d toll. Found by WMm

bulldlnll.
4H·2362.
1 · - ................ 113_

The Men of

Theta XI
Fraternity
Invite All
Intere.ted
'i.I.U.Men

toa
"Home COokacl"
Dinner
Tonight
. 'lIt"
7:00pm

The
Professional
Business
Faternity
For Men and
Women

Trevor Ridgely

Welcomes
AI: Business
Majors to
Attend

Raben DIttmer

.

Rush
Wedn....ay,

.......,y27,1...
. . . . . . . . . . 1looIII

Student Center
At
7:00pm

Alpha Gamma Rho

U2
cam be

an

SLA

CIIIII .. RTH.IGHT

F..."~r_ti"ll

Confidentia' A u l . _
M9·27M
H....
N·F.lG,l_

:n.W.MAIN

Your spirit,

Come to . .

Wed ••JOn: %7, 7:Oapm
Tue. , Feb, 2, 2:30pm
Wed. ,Feb. 3, 7:00pm

TU
PROFESSIONAL

nowsee~

prospective
members for
the '88 Spring
Semest~r.

1"_K~

TAU
KAPPA
EPSILON
presents

Welcome to

WED.

The

JAN. 27

Mystic BondU

6:30pm

Friday
Jan. 29

ActivityB
StadeDt Center

10:00pm
106 Greek Row

Were My

In Sigma Love,
Steffanie

...«...tgo,•.:t lV....U£

..
I

C/\4U!J

CW.:£:Ol:

Wekome to our
"Mystic Bond" .
We are so very
proud of you all!
Love,
Your

';K

sisters

t

SIGMA
PI
SPRING
ROSH
19 ••

EViint.

Inspiration!!

and love,

I

AVIATION

If you are
interested
in aviation
attend our
first pledge
meeting.

hard work,

I

!Btu.b~..tg

.... ,e......

Thur.,Feb,", 7:00pm
Mon.,Feb. 8, 2:30pm

for meD aDd
women is

PlUGNANT?

dVo.=y dtI~..

From·he
Brot:"ers of

FRATERNITY

Congratulations
tomy15
New Sisters!

Juu.,ifn ...«...,..ftuO

fli Yontalge

ID tile IIIlao1a
Iloom of tile
8tudent Ceatel'

529-6294

dIU: ..£yon

Drew Stevens

~

For._1

Jain a WiDDer

For RIdes Call

~cHL..&.OfJ

Jim Sporleder

Almost
Blue
lost
Performance
in
Carbondale

453-2441

Fri., Jan. 29
8:00pm
Sigma Pi
lets you call
the shots
video fest.
Sat., Jan. 30
8:00pm
Have fun and
prizes with the
Sigma Pi
~avenger hunt
For ride. and Info
call 529-2806 or
549-2664

~II
anoH
campus fraternity
307 w. Cellege

presents

wrn'-

1011 (iu\tG1,st

p.ic'naIO OteiiuS
&.
£,tl\\\\O ~eveZ

stan\eV}otdan

rdoy
fr\doy & $Otu
7, q,& llpft'

1~.

'" ednesdav • february
191\11
11l
sp11l S",~oc" J\ud\to"u
'C).oo J\\\ seats ttese,,,ed
1ickets 00 sa\e at the
.
stude"t Ceoter
C..,ua\ licket Oll,ee

Wi\\ie
WOn\(a
sundaY 3, 5, &7pro

for ",ore info

presents

JuUus scbmidt
sculpture Artist
TuesdaV feb. 2.11am
Student Center
Auditorium

proud\'l' presents "'

",at'" Gt,tU"
poP \-\arp\st &Singer

1\lors., feb . .\

'\'\ :ooafO-'\ :30PfO

.

.

ReservatiOns Suggested
33
. 53&66

, Bush, Rather: We were just doing our jobs
By United Pres. International

Vice President George Bush
and CBS anchorman Dan
Rather said Tuesday they
were just doing their jobs when
they sparred on live TV, but
campaign strategists and
reporters searched for the
ultimate political outcome of
the extraordinary interview.
Switchboards at the Bush
campaign offices and CBS
headquarters in New York
were still inundated with
viewers' telephone calls after
the 9-minute shouting match
Monday night.
REPORTERS, POLITICIANS, radio show hosts and the
public debated the effects of
the confrontation, but Bush
and Rather stepped back from
one of the biggest media
events of the 1988 campaign
without blaming each other.
Bush told high schonl
students in Cheyenne, Wyo., he
and Rather were carrying out
their responsibilities and., as a
result, "It's kind of like
combat."
"I have no hard feelings
about it," the vice president
said. "I had to do what I
thought was right."
Rather has a job to do and.,
"He's free to do it in his own
way," Bush said. However, he
added it was equally important
for him, as vice president and
a candidate for president, to
defend his principles and
position.

Opinions split on Rather's behavior

"We don't
misrepresent; we
don't bushwack; we
come right at yOU.... I
respect the office of
vice president and
Vice President
Bush .... It is respectful
to ask honest
questions. "
-Dan Rather

IN NEW YORK, Rather
shrugged off the conflict as
"all part of the give and take of

the "CBS Evening News" after

"cheap shot" by pointedly
mentioning Rather's Sept. 11
walkout from the Miami set of

allotted for the broadcast. The
anchor's artion left the network "black" for six minutes.
"I've known him (Bush) for

~ ~~~;:~ ~:Jt:::

terview be carried live, frequently complained that he had
been misled on the topic of the questions.

NEW YORK (UPI) - CBS News anchorman Dan Rather,
noting thut "this was not just another day at the office,"
denied Tuesday that he bushwacked Vice President George
Bush in Monday night's live television interview.
Heading into work at CBS headquarters, Rather described
the high-pressure 9-minute interview with Bush as "all part of
the give and take of the campaign. This is what reporters do;
this is what politicians do."
Switchboards at CBS were said to be ~ammed with callers
complaining about the heated interview, m which the two men
interrupted each other, shouted or spoke at the same time.
Rather acknowledged that viewers who called the network
were unhappy, but he said there were also some supportive
phone calls and, "I fully understand that some viewers are not
mterested in seeing a spirited interview."
Monday night's live interview followed a 6-minute taped
introduction focusing exclusively on the roles of Bush and his
aides in the Tran-Contra scandal. Bush, who insisted the in·

==g!a~ ~t U:tA,.~

25 years and 1 don't think
there's anything cheap about
him," Rather said. "He did the
best he could. "
LATER, RATHER opened
his daily commentary for CBS
Radio saying, "This was not
just another day at the office."
He then told listeners, "We
don't misrepresent; we don't
bushwack; we come right at
you. •.• 1 respect the office of
vice president and Vice
President Bush. ... It is
respectful to ask honest
questions."
Regardless, the interview,
explosive from the start as
Bush objected to a 6-minute
taped introduction by Rather
CXl the vice president's role in
the Iran-Contra scandal, left
Bush strategists ecstatic.
CAMPAIGN MANAGER
Rich Bond said Bush's performance, bigblighted by his

Journalists' opinions of the TV face-off between Dan Rather
and Vice President George Bush split Tuesday over the CBS
anchorman's behavior - some said he was just doing his job
and others think he was rude.
Two hours after the interview, Accuracy in Media, a conservative media watchdog group, demanded Rather's
resignation. But Bill Monroe, a veteran NBC broadcaster now
the editor of the Washington Journalism Review, said, "I
thought Dan had a perfect right to ask questions about the
Iran-Contra affair."
ABC \\ bite House correspondent Sam Donaldson, who on
Monday ntght told USA Today, "Rather went too far," said
Tuesday, • I don't want to beat up on Dan Rather. I've been in
thatsituanon, in a live interview trying to get answers.
challeng,' on whether Rather's
career should be judged by a
lingle 6-minute absence from
the air, had a welcomed effect
in Iowa, where the vice
president has trailed Senate
GOP leader Robert Dole.
Citing a need to "get hot" in
the final two weeks before the
Feb. 8 Rrecinct caucuses, Bond
said: • We've got people now in
Iowa with ilre in their eyes."
SEVERAL SAW the clever
hand of Bush media adviser
Roger Ailes behind the
decision to go on the counterattack once the Iran-Contra
issue, which dogs Bush on the
campaign trail, was brought
up.
"It's clear that Roger Ailes
did a good job of giving Bush a
good Maginot Line that Rather
could never get around," John
Buckley, a spokesman for
Rep .. Jack Kemp, R-N.Y., said
of Bush's reference to Rather's
walk off the CBS set.

Puzzle answers
The Daily Egyptian inad~ertently
published a
crossword puzzle Tuesday tha t
did not correspond with the
ansWeI"S given. This is the
solut!on to today's puzzle. The
solution for Tuesday's puzzle is
not available.
The Daily Egyptian
apologizes for any inconvenience this may have
caused.
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Hertz rental admits $13 million overcharge
NEW YORK (UP!) - Hertz,
the world's largest auto rental
firm, admitted Tuesday it
overcharged customers and
insurance companies by up to
$13 million in car repair costs
over a seven-year period and
said it would refund the
money.
Company officials said the
New York-based auto-rental
giant began passing on inflated repair costs to motorists
involved in accidents and
insurance firms handling the
claims in 1978 and continued
the practice through 1985.
"The allegations are true,"
said Joseph Russo, a company
spokesperson, "and Hertz
deeply regrets these practices
ever occurred."
THE COMPANY'S com-

ments came as federal the New York State Consumer
authorities confirmed they Protection Board. "The
were investigating reports . Csuestion is, 'If Hertz did it, are
that Hertz had been engaged in other companies doing it as
possibly illegal practices.
well?'"
U.S. Attorney Andrew
Russo said Hertz beca me
Maloney refused to discuss his aware of the federal inoffice's investigation, but said vestigation in March 1986 - a
the matter "is before a grand year after company executives
jury. Hertz has been learned of the "extremely
cooperating with the govem- quesllonable" practices and
ment for some period of time." ordered them ceased.
New York State consumer
protection officials said they
had launched their own investigation into the practices
and their effect on insurance
rates.

The practices, Russo said,
were begun by Alan Blicker,
the Hertz national accident
control manager who was fired
following an internal investigation.

"WE'RE LOOKING into this
right now, and we have some
real concerns," said Richard
Kessel, executive director of

RUSSO SAID it was Blicker
who began the system where
motorists and insurance
companies were charged

higher prices to repair
damaged cars than it actually
cost to fix them.
In most cases, he said, bills
issued for damaged cars had
been inflated by 25 percent. He
said in some cases, bills were
issued for repairs that were
never made.
Russo said the agency also
forged the signatures of appraisers and used the names of
fictitious repair shops on bills
to substantiate the high
reimbursements it was
seeking.

HE SAID Hertz used phony
billing practices involving
razor blades, glue, "whiteout" and copiers to alter the
repair charges on bills sent to

Former Texas governor broke;
watches family heirlooms sold
HOUSTON (UP!) -to'ormer
Texas millionaire and threetime governor John Connally
was subdued Tuesday as he
and his wife, Nellie, watched
thefinalsessionofthefour-day
bankruptcy auction of their
lifelong possessions
"I feel almost nuinb. It's an
emotional draw. We've tried to
carry it off as best we could,"
Connally said.
"It's not easy. It's tough. But
on the other hand, it's what we
wanted to do. There's no
reservations so we're
prepared to do it."
Althougl:. he has actively
promoted the sale for months
to help repay his creditors, he
called himself "weary"
Tuesday. Last year Connally,
70, filed for personal and
business bankruptcy stem•.
ming from failed real estate
ventures.
Connally said last week he
remains about $48 million in
debt. Nearly $2.5 million was
bid for his possessions during
three previous days of the
auction.
Bidding was suspended for
one day Monday to give Hart
Galleries time to clear out
items already purchased.
Gallery spokesman Clive
Watson estimated the 290
items for sale during the f~

customers.
He said when the company
managed to get a discount on
repairs
because
it
either performed the work
itself or purchased parts in
bulk, the savings generally
were not passed onto
customers.
Russo said the company also
practiced "ballparking," in
which employees would
estimate what repairs would
cost on the basis of
photographs or accident
reports without actually
knowing what work had been
d.one.
So far, he said, Hertz has
refunded a total of $3 million
and that figure is expected to
rise as higbas $13.

I

)A"-S WORLD OF BEAUTY
_

session would bring a total of gallery was only about half full
$150,000 to $200,000. Saved for for the start of the last day's
the final day were smaller bidding.
pieces of memorabilia aad
Jennifer Harris, 29, said she
common household items like skipped classes at the
a washer, dryer and University of Houston-Clear
refrigerator.
Lake to attend the auction with
Bidding opened Tuesday two friends.
with the sale of a sterling
"He is such a man to be
bonbon dish that brought $275. admired. I can't wait to see
A brass trivet in the shape of him," she said. "We've been
Texas featuring the state seal wanting to come but we didn't
sold for $550, while a pair of think we could afford
small spurs with a presen- anything. If we go home with
tation plaque to Connally sold nothing, we can say we've
been here."
for $900.
A brass floor lamp with a
Connally said his wife
shade sold for $600, and six planned to spend today in
Provenance walnut armchairs Houston, while he plans to
with upholstered seats sold for spend the day in Detroit on
business.
$225 each.
With most of the big-ticket . "I'm probably going to start
items already gone, bidding on doing some work. on my
the final day.. became af- autobiography, but.. bow.last
fordable tor ordinary citizens I'll do it, I don't know," he
who admire Connally, who said. "I haven't quite made
long has been associated with that decision to dedicate the
Texas politics and once was time and discipline myself
U.S. Treasury secretary.
because I'm going to have to
Auctioneer and gallery do much of it from memory
president Jerry Hart said and because I'm going to have
about] 0 of the nearly 900 items to devote an enormous amount
previously sold were reoffered CiC time to it and I just want to
Tuesday because buyers failed be sure that I'm prepared."
Connally said he had conto fulfill terms of the sales
sidered returning to work as
agreement.
The auction previously has an attorney, adding he has
drawn a packed house by the received job offers "from at
start of the sessions, but the least three law firms."
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Hertz rental admits $13 million overcharge
NEW YORK <UPl) - Hertz,
the world's largest auto rental
firm, admitted Tuesday it
o\'err.harged customers and
insurance companies by up to
$13 million in car repair costs
over a seven-year period and
said it would refund the
money.
Company officials said the
New York-based auto-rental
giant began passing on inflated repair costs to motorists
involved in accidents and
insurance firms handling the
claims in 1978 and continued
the practice through 1985.
~'The allegations are true,"
sal~ Joseph Russo, a company
spokesperson, "and Hertz
deeply regrets these practices
ever occurred."
THE COMPANY'S com-

ments came as federal
authorities confirmed they
were investigating reports
that Hertz had been engaged in
possibly illegal practices.
U.S. Attorne) Andrew
Maloney refused to discuss his
office's investigation, but said
the matter "is before a grand
jury. Hertz has been
cooperating with the government for some period of time. "

the New York State Consumer
Protection Board. "The
question is, 'If Hertz did it, are
other companies doing it as
well?'"
Russo said Hertz became
aware of the federal investigation in March 1986 - a
year after company executives
learned of the "extremely
questionable" practices and
ordered them ceased.

New York State consumer
protection officials said they
had launched their own investigation into the practices
and their effect on insurance
rates.

The practices, Russo said,
were begun by Alan Blicker,
the Hertz national accident
control manager who was fired
following an internal investigation.

"WE'RE LOOKING into this
right now, and we have some
real concerns," said Richard
Kessel, executive director of

RUSSO SAID it was Blicker
wbo began the system where
motorists and insurance
companies were charged

higher prices to repair
damaged cars than it actually
cost to fix them.
In most cases, he said, bills

issued for damaged cars had
been inflated by 25 percent. He
said in some cases, bills were
issued for repairs that were
never made.
Russo said the agency also
forged the signatures of appraisers and used the names of
fictitious repair shops on bills
to substantiate the high
reimbursements it was
seeking.
HE SAID Hertz used phony
billing practices involving
razor blades, glue, "whiteout" and copiers to alter the
repair charges on bills sent to

customers.
He said when the company
managed to get a discount on
repairs
because
it
either performed the work
itself or purchased parts in
bulk, the savings generally
were not passed onto
customers.
Russo said the company also
practiced "ballparking," in
which employees would
estimate what repairs would
cost on tbe basis of
pbotographs or accident
reports without actually
knowing what work had been
!lone.
So far, he said, Hertz has
refunded a total of $3 million
and that figure is expected to
riseasbigbas~13.

Former Texas governor broke;
watches family heirlooms sold
session would bring a total of
$150,000 to $200,000. Saved for
the final day were smaller
pieces of memorabilia and
common household items like
a washer, dryer and
refrigerator.
Bidding opened Tuesday
with the sale of a sterling
bonbon dish that brought $275.
A brass trivet in the shape of
Texas featuring the state seal
sold for $550, while a pair of
small spurs with a presenta tion plaque to Connally sold
for $900.
A brass floor lamp with a
shade sold for $600, and six
Provenance walnut armchairs
with upholstered seats sold for
$225 each.
With most of the big-ticket
items already gone, bidding on
the final day. became affordable for ordinary citizens
who admire Connally, who
ventures.
Connally said last week he long has been associated with
remains about $48 million in Texas politics and once was
debt. Nearly $2.5 million was U.S. Treasury secretary.
bid for his possessions during
Auctioneer and gallery
three previOUS days of the president Jerry Hart said
auction.
about 10 of the nearly 900 items
Bidding was suspended for previously sold were reoffered
one day Monday to give Hart Tuesday because buyers failed
Galleries time to clear out to fulfill terms of the sales
agreement.
items already purchased.
The auction previously has
Gallery spokesman Clive
Watson estimated the 290 drawn a packed house by the
items for sale during the final: start of the sessions, but the

HOUSTON (UPl) - l<'ormer
Texas millionaire and threetime governor John Connally
was subdued Tuesday as he
and his wife, Nellie, watched
the final session of the four-day
bankruptcy auction of their
lifelong possessions.
"I feel almost numb. It's an
emotional draw. We've tried to
carry it off as best we could,"
Connally said.
"It's not easy. It's tough. But
on the other hand, it's what we
wanted to do. There's no
reservations so we're
prepared to do it. "
Although he has actively
promoted the sale for months
to help repay his creditors, he
called himself "weary"
Tuesday. Last year Connally,
70, filed for personal and
business bankruptcy stemming from failed real estate

gallery was only about half full
for the start of the last day's
bidding.
Jennifer Harris, 29, said she
skipped classes at the
University of Houston-Clear
Lake to attend the auction with
two friends.
"He is such a man to be
admired. I can't wait to see
him," she said. "We've been
wanting to come but we didn't
think we could afford
anything. If we go home with
nothing, we can say we've
.
been here."
Connally said his wife·
planned to spend today in
Hooston, while he plans to
spend the day in Detroit on
business.
- "I'm probably going to start
doing some work on my
autobiography, but how last
I'll do it, 1 don't know," he
said. "I haven't quite made
that decision to dedicate the
time and discipline myself
because I'm going to have to
do much of it from memory
and because I'm going to have
to devote an enormous amount
of time to it and I just want to
be sure that I'm prepared."
Connally said he had considered returning to work as
'in attorney, adding he hasreceived job offers "(rom at
least three law firms."
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STRETCH, ,from Page 24----------:--has col1ected 17 points and 11 rebounds.
With Busch's emergence, Tim
Richardson's playing ti;ne has
dwindled.

for Pascagoula High School. He is
shooting 62 percent from the field and
44 percent from the free-throw line.

-Erik Griffin will be out for two to
six weeks with a broken wrist.

Pascagoula, 17-5, is ranked seventh
in the state. Pascagoula coach David
Lipscomb s&id Harvey, along with the
team, has Jlumped recently.

-A progress report on the two
recruits signed in November is in.
Tony Harvey, a 6-foot-l0, 205-pound
center from Mississippi, is averaging
11.0 points and 7.0 rebounds per game

"He (Harvey) playec:! better in the
beginning of the year," Lipscomb said.
"Our whole team isn't playing that
great.

"He's got to get much better
defensively. He's extremely poor on
defense. A lot of it comes from being
weak. He's just got to bulk up and get a
IQtstronger."
Harvey is one of the top 100 high
school players in the country, ae-cording to talent scout Bob Gibbons.
Barry Dunning, a 6-foot-7, l00-pound
forward, is a~eraging 18 points and 9.4
rebounds per game for Seminole
Community Collegb in Sanford, Fla.
Seminole, IH, is ranked fifth in the

BONDS, from Page 24----aggressive, doing the things
we expect of h~," Scott said.
-Saturday's attendance of
1,398 was the largest crowd
this season at home. Following
the home games Thursday
against Western Illinois and
SaturoliY against Bradley, the
Salukis have only three more
home games.
-Not only was Cathy
Kampwerth's 22 pOints a
career-high in Saturday's 77-73
win over Indiana State, it also
marked the fifth time this
season a Saluki scored that

~':&~~~~: j~~~

Bridgett Bondi

was the team-high. She also
h&d 22 against Bradley on Jan.
2. Bonds and Mary Berghuis

each had 22 in the win over
Wt'Stern Kentucky on Dee. 19
-Berghuis leads the team
with 523 minute'! played and
7.5 rebounds per game. Dana
Fitzpatrick leads with al
assists and 29 steals. Dea!U14
Sanders is 11-36 for 30.6 llel'cent on three-point field goais.
Regina Banks is the top freethrow silooter, 19-23 for 82.6
percent.
-In team stats, the Salukis
are shooting 48.1 percent from
the field and 69.3 percent from
the free-throw line while 0pponents are 40.5 percent from
the field and 67.6 percent from
the line. The Salukis are
outscoring opponents 67.9 to
60.6 and are outrebounding
them 36.4 to 34.1.

Brechtelsbauer said. '
Freshman Mary Jo Firnbach of Wonder Lake batted
.308 in the fall exhibition
season. She plays either
shortstop or third base.
"Mary Jo is a natural third
baseman," Brechtelsbauer
said. "She showed her versatility with a strong play at
shorbltop last fall. Between
her and Theresa, I feel we
have both third base and
shortstop
covered,"
Brechtelsbauer said.

The Salukis' first game is a
double-header March 5 against
Austin Peay in Clarksville
Tenn. The tNm has schedul;i
a spring trip for March 15-20
against several opponents in
Tallahassee, Fla.
The team will bold one
tournament, the Saluki Invitational, on March 25-26.
Gateway Conference action
starts April I; at Eastern
Illinois. The conference
tournament will be May 12-14
in Springfield, Mo.

Purdue moves up to No.2 in UPI ratings
NEW YORK (UPI) Purdue, which has won 16
consecutive games, moved in
as the leading challenger to
No. 1 Arir.ona Tuesday in !he
United hess International's
weekly college basketball
ratings.
The Boilermakers, 17-1,
moved up two places from last
week into the No.2 position by

receiving three first-place
vots and 558 points. Arizona,
18-1, retained the No.1 spot by
collecting a season-iligb 35
first-place Y'otes and 620
points.
Arizona's 620 points were the
most earned by a team in nine
weeks of balloting by the amember Board of CoaChes.
Purdue'. I6-game winning

r Intramural-Recreational Sports
~

1::r~ACQliET·BALl·IN

streak is the longest in the
nation among Division I
sch'lOls.
A oair of Atlantic Coast
COlaf~ '1'ence schools. North
caroh.'Ul and Duke, held the
third and fourth spots
respectively. North carolina
slipped one spot to third and
Duke advanced five places 10
No.4.

(536-5531)

"~thing in his game has improved,' Seminole assistant coach
Dean Smith said. "He's a very good
shooter and has improved his freethrow shooting. He's running the floor
very well for us. "

Dunning is shooting 55 percent from
the field and 65 percent at the line. '

Frey: Wrigley will be lit eventually
MOLINE (UPI) - Chicago
Cubs executive Jim Frey said
Tuesday that he believes
eventually there will be lights
in Wrigley Field, but not
before a long battle.
Frey said he does not put
much credence in Cubs
Chairman John Madigan's
threa t to shop around for a new
li'lme L1 a new city if the
Chicago City Council fails to
allow a limited number of

night games this season.
"I don't believe we'll be
going anywhere," Frey said.
"I think eventually we'll end
up with lights. It'll be a tough
battle. Some of the local
politicians are .'Icting like all
politicians - you know if
you're sitting in the front of the
cart what you see'? That's
what most of them are, and
they're giving us a hard time."

mmlt

UlTRA·MAX®
P155/80R13
P165/80R13
P175/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205175R14
P205/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

START, from Page 2 4 - - - student teaching. In 1986 she
set a school record nine stolen
bases in a single season. Last
year she had eight and was
caught stealing only once.
Smugala, who transferred
from Forest Park Ccmmunity
Coll~e has recovered from a
knee mjury suffered early last
season. She is expected to be
the Salukis' top hitter.
.. ··A healthy Theresa will go a
long way toward filling the
vacuum created by Jenn"
(Shupryt)'s
graduation, '

state.
Dunning missed four games because
of a strained elbow but has returneci to
action.
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Jazz Dance
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, Dancing is a fun' ';'a'y exerci'~ I It develops strength and
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\ '.
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Live at the SIU Arena

GOOD SEATS STILL
AVAILABLE!! ~
SIU Arena
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Tickels available at all Ihe usual
SIU Arena Oullels .
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Sports
Men's team eager for home stretch
s·

By Da.e Miller
StaffWrller

The men's basketball team will
embark on a favorable Missouri Vallev
schedule this week after playing four ~
its first five conference galllE8 away.
Six of the remaining Dine conference
games will beat the Arena.
The Salukis, 7-10 overall and 2-3 in
the Valley, are still in contention for a
first-division finish, despite being in
sixth place. The two conference wins
came against Creighton on the road
and against Indiana State at home.
If the Salutis do finish in the top four,
the "Dynamic Duo" will have a lot to

do with it. Kai NurnberJler and Steve
Middleton have emerged to challenge
Bradley's Heney Hawkins and Anthony Manuel as the best pair of guards
in the Valley.
Nurnberger has developed as the
player the Salukis want to have the ball
when the game is on the line. His shot
with one second left gave the Salukis a
victory against Indiana State and his
three-pointer at the buzzer sent the
IllinoiS State game into overtime.
He also has sealed several wins at
the free-throw line in the final minutes.
"Kai Nurnberger is the hP-st point
guard in the Missouri Valley," Coach

Rich Herrin said. "I don't think there is
any doubt aboutit."
Middleton's 23.5 scoring average
ranks 14th in the nation and his 6.4
rebounding average is second on the
team. Middleton is eighth OIl the SIU-C
all-time career scoring list with 1,406
points.
"The combination of the two guards
is probably the best you can fiDei,"
Herrin said. "I don't think I'll ever
coach a better pair of guards."
-Freshman forward Rick Shipley
has emerged as a strong contender for
the Missouri Valley Newcomer-of-the-

Year honor.
Shipley is averaging 9.4 points and
8.1 rebounds per game. In the Valley,
his average is 11.4 ppg and 8.2 rpg.
Indiana State's Eddie Bird, a
freshman guard-forward, ill Shipley's
main competition. Bird is scoring 13.1
ppg and grabbing 3.9 rpg. Like Shipley,
Bird has better conference numbers at
19.8 ppg and 5.6 rpg.
-Center Dave Busch, who was out a
mOilth with an ankle injury, is starting
to see action. In the last three games he
See STRETCH, Page 23

Bonds
fights
again

Softball
team gets
fresh start

BV Troy Taylor

Staff Writer

By Troy Taylor
StaffWrller

It was the Bridgett Bonds the
fans had been waiting all
season to see.
"She wants the ball more ..
Coach Cindy Scott said. "It's' a
combination of her playing
harder, playing more
aggressive and wanting to get
it done."
Bonds was fighting to get
free underneath the basket

~~,:!~d:6c ~~:t ~:::nt
~8~:~.;n~:f~

display of quickness.
Raising her rigbt hand, she
called for the ball from guard
Tonda Seals. Bonds received
the pass and spun around to
face the basket.
A ball fake to her right
caught the defender leaning
the wrong way.
Boods crossed to her. left,
took a decisive dribble toward
the goal, then let loose with a
shot.
The ball sank cleanly
through the hoop, putting the
women's basketball team
ahead 11-10.
Although the Salukis lost 7959, the assertive move to the
bucket was the fll'8t by Boods
at the Arena in a long time.
"It was only a question of
her posting up strong," Scott
said.
Of late, Bonds has excelled.
Sbe scored 14 points against
Illinoia State and 17 against
Indiana State on Saturday. She
raised her average to a teamhigh lU points per game.
She has shot 60.3 percent
from the field, scored 203
points and had 18 blocks tbis

Practice, practice
Garard Horen, Junior In eIec:troc1lcs
technology, practlc.. the 40o-met.
hurdl.. Tueeclay at McAndrew Stadium.
Coech Bill Cornell aid he will .end part of

tha team to Eastern illinois tor a Friday
meet and the reet to Saturday's Missouri
Invitational. "I don't know definitely who
I'll send to ..ch m .... " Cornell ald.

m

Even though she had 18- and
22-point efforts in the next two
games, she had six against
both Purdue and Bradley. It
took double-figure performances against Western
Illinois, Drake, Northern Iowa
and Wichita State to restore
her confidence.
"Bridgett is reaching her
potential She is much more

inR::!~!Wueca~J:~
See START, Page 23

season.

"Sbe's moving, doing things
without the ball, not just
standing around," Scott said.
l in the season Hoods
s
offensively. Through
the irst five games she had a
total of Just 38 points.

The women's softball is the
youngest team Coach Kay
Brechtelsbauer has been
associated with in hllr 21 years
as Saluki mentor.
The team, which has 10
freshmen, began practice
Monday at Davies Gymuasium. Three sopbomores,
one junior and three seniors
also are on the roster.
"With most of our top hitters
graduated, we're going to have
to depend more on pitching
and offensive and defensive
speed more than we did last
year ,.. Brecb\.elsbauer said.
Tne \.W'/ \.eam ,..u. 'lS-'m
overall, with a 10-8 Gateway
Conference record that was
gO".d for fourth.
"Improved pitching and
increased speed will be our
strengths," Brechtelsbauer
said. "Typically freshmen
hitters need a little time to
adjust to college pitching. Our
bats may start off a little slow,
but I feel our hitting will come
around."
Lisa Peterson, the top pitcher last year, returns for ber
senior season. The 22-year old
native of Rockford set a school
record 20 wins last year. She
has a career win-loss record of
42-30 and a 1.02 earned run
average.
"There's no doubt in my
mind that itching will be
improved ~ year. Lisa
Peterson is a proven veteran
who demonstrated consistency
last year," Brectelsbauer said.
The other seniors are outfielder Becky Rickenbaugh
and shortstop Theresa
Smugala.

Broncos: Elway deserves attention
SAN DIEGO (UPI) - The less
celebrated members of the Denver
Broncos Tuesday resisted the opportunity
to complain about the attention quarterback John Elway is receiving before
the Super BowL
"He deserves all the credit he gets,"
tackle Dave Studdard said during Picture
Day at Jack Murphy Stadium. site of
Sunday's game between Denver and the
Washington Redskins. "John is the first to
tell us when we've done a good job. To me,
that means more than anything. If I can
hear that every day, that's all I want."
Each Denver player met with the media
hours before their first California practice
session. Of course, Elway was surrounded

See BONDS, PI"e 23
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Fans spending big bucks on souvenirs
Manley: 'I know not to get Denver mad'
-Page 22
by the largest gathering of reporters.
"It doesn't matter to me one way or the
other that everyone talks about John,"
said running back Sammy Winder. "As
long as the organization is happy Wlth
what I do, that's all that counts."
Gary Kubiak, Elway's backup and
roommate, spent more time discussing

Elway than talking about himself.
"John has a great personality," Kubiak
said.
Thirty yards away, E{way said he would
hope such demands on his time came
every January.
"Attention goes along with the Super
Bowl," he said. "It's expected"

